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ABSmOT

Militarism in Argentina is not a new development« fhe phenomenon 

appeared in the first half of the nineteenth century, declined after 1862, 

and re-emerged.in 19$0, .
. Argentine militarism— the old and the new— was and is a manifesta

tion of political, social, and economic developments„ Following the wars 

for independence, the military oaudillos took advantage of the ruling 

groups' inability to compromise, capitalized bn the strong feeling of 

.regionalism, and assisted by the low degree of acculturation, gained con

trol of the decision-making machinery„ Their predominance continued until 

Buenos Aires defeated the Confederation in 1862,

During the fifty years preceding the 1950 revolt, Argentina 

experienced a significant social, economic, and political transformation 

that undermined the political domination by the oligarchy, stimulated the 

growth of new ..interest articulation groups, and. complicated the problem 

of social fragmentation. These changes created conditions favorable to 

the rise of the military in the twentieth century, -

Since 1950, the Argentine armed forces have been responsible for 

four major revolts. Throughout these years, the military has either 

controlled or exerted significant influence on the national government»

Its role and, attitude, however, have not remained static. Of all the 

factors that have affected its behaviour, Peronismo, without any question, 

has been the most important. This movement not only challenged the

vii



political monopoly of the armed forces, but# has deeply affected its atti

tude during the past fourteen years„

The Argentine military continues to play a very important role in 

the country's politics0 This condition will remain unchanged until the 

basic social and political problems are solved»
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INTRODUCTION

Although the imjiaet of militarism has been one of the most sig

nificant factors in tobih-American affairs,, amazingly-little has been 

done -in the United: States to study this-phenomenon0

A eoapre'Senalve st#y of militarism in hatih Ameriea is beyond 

the scope of one researeheri therefore, this study is limited to an 

investigation of the rise of militarism in Argentina since 1950. Its 

basic purpose is to. determine, on the basis of an analysis of the 

military's relationship with other social institutions, what factors 

have contributed to the rise and affected the behaviour of modern 

Argentine militarism. - - - -

The basic-premise of this study is that the armed forces are an 

integral part of the nation's society, and their influence, strength, 

and weakness are relative to those of other institutions. "Any change in 
the nation's political, social, and. economic conditions will, therefore, 

have positive or negative effects on the behaviour of the military.

In order to achieve the objective of this project, this study 

has been divided into four chapters. The first represents a very general 

analysis of the historical origins and developments that created con

ditions favorable to the rise of militarism in Latin America, during the
- -  « Cnineteenth century. The second chapter examines the social, economic, 

and political transformation of Argentina and.the effect these -changes 

-had on. the armed forces. - This is followed by a description of the  ,..

1



emergence of modern militarism and its behaviour since 1930Q The study 

is concluded with an examination of the evolution and the effect that 

social, economic, and political factors had on modern militarism.

In view of the nature of the armed forces, no effort has been 

made to investigate its structure or inner workings a The method employed 

in this study is aimed at obtaining a good background of the conditions 

existing in Argentina during the period the military gained power. By 

noting the reaction of the armed forces to these conditions, an attempt 

has been made to explain the causes of this phenomenon, A historical 

analytical approach has been used to accomplish this objective, It should 

be mentioned that the author considered the application of multiple corre

lation ahalysis but the lack of quantitative data precluded the employment 

of that method, -

This study does not offer solutions to the "problem11 of milita

rism, but it suggests, that some of the remedies that have been recom

mended, particularly the "economic solution," are not valid in the Argen

tine case. The study views militarism as a problem -arising not from 

within the armed forces, but from its environment, and it suggests that 

military influence in civilian affairs is the result, and not the basic 

cause, of political instability in Argentina,

This study has been undertaken for two reasons, In the first 

place, the need for more research dealing with militarism in Latin Ameri

ca has become a necessity. United States' interest in promoting politi

cal "stability throughout the world requires that an attempt be made to 

understand those forces, such as militarism, that are held responsible



for much of the political upheavalThe Alliance for Progress, for exam

ple, manifests United States' desire to promote political stability in- 

hatin America 0 This program is based on the assumption that social and 

economic progress will promote political stability* consequently, the 

understanding of the relationship that exists between the behaviour of 

the military and socio-economic factors has become essential in policy 

formulations -

A less pragmatic reason for this research lies in the need to 

gather more information regarding the phenomenon of militarism in general = 

Only two books, Arms and Politics in la tin America by Edwin Lieuwen and 

The Bole of the Military in Underdeveloped Countries, edited by John Jo 

Johnson, have been published in the United States dealing with this sub

ject 0 Several articles have also appeared in the past few years 0 - Among 

the best are3 Magnus Manner's Qaudillos y militares en la evolucion his- 

panoamerloama, Robert A. Potash's-The Changing Role of the Military in 

Argentina, and Lyle Hc McAlister's articles, one dealing with military 

reforms during the colonial period and another suggesting a new approach 

to the study of this, s u b j e c t ,

. It is hoped that this limited study may contribute to a better 

understanding of the problem and encourage, .either for practical or 

theoretical reasons, further research in this fieldo . '



emmim m  iBssmis se-litarism

Mlitarism in Argentina is not a phenomenon of the twentieth 

century# but one that appeared, in the first- decades of the nineteenth 

century and,whose origins may be traced to the colonial periodv

Since-the term militarism will- be employed throughout this 

study# it is necessary that a distinction be made between its meaning in 

the la'tin Arorioan.milieu and as it was applied to Western European-con

ditions during, and after the second half of the. nineteenth centuryo 

Alfred Vagts defined the phenomenon as including 8every system of 

thinking and. valuing and every complex of feelings which ranks military 

institutions and ways above the ways of civilian life# carrying military 

mentality and modes of acting and .-decisions, into the civilian sphere J1.̂ . 

This definition does not d-esoriba the -nature of the Argentine societyo 

Argentine militarism has not been the result of a national martial spirit 

or of military imperialism. Even-during the Perm regime# which might be 

the exception to this generalization# the military influence did not 

become all-pervasive nor did it-gain the-full-fledged support of the 

entire nation. 1

The emergence of this phenomenon in Argentina was and is the 

result of social# economic# and political conditions. This assertion is 

’ not only valid in modern times# but was also true during the- first half

^Alfred Vagts# A History of Militarism (2d. ed. rev.# Mew forks 
Meridian Books# Inc., 1959)# p.lfo
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of the nineteenth century = It is only against this background that the 

extramilitary functions of the Argentine armed forces may be explained 

and understoodo

The Oolonial Period

Military Developments

The Spanish conquest of America was, by necessity, a military 

enterprise„ Naturally, the Gonquis tad ores, an odd mixture of soldiers, 

priests, and adventurers, assumed responsibility for the civil adminis

tration of the new colonies, but by the middle of the sixteenth century 

the Spanish Grown, fearing, the ambitions of the Qonquistadores, began 

replacing them with trusted members of the high nobility, clergy and 

lawyers. For nearly three centuries, 1550 to 1810, colonial adminis

tration was essentially controlled by civilians„

Throughout the colonial_period there existed the constant threat 

of foreign invasions and Indian or slave rebellionso These dangers, com

bined with the Grown’s financial inability to maintain large defensive . - 

establishments in the new world, prompted the aonarohs to grant special 

economic and political privileges to the most threatened areas in ex

change for their military servicese These local militias were not very 

effective but they stimulated the desire of the creoles for military 

titles which they purchased from the Grown, The love and prestige - 

attached to these titles is, at least, one of the ingredients cf milita

rism that may be traced to the colonial period *

Despite the challenge of the French, Dutch, and English, the 

influence of the military in the Spanish American colonies was -of-little
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importance throughout most of the colonial era. The weakness of the

Spanish military establishment in America became very obvious during the

Seven Years ifar 0' The capture of Havana in 1762, is only one example of

the inadequacy of the Spanish military,

The consequences of Spain’s humiliating defeats, during the Seven
' \" 'Years far, were the introduction of a series of reforms very pertinent to 

this study. In order to improve the defenses of the colonies, Spain 

undertook to reorganize the militia and the colonial administrative 

structure! therefore, the Viceroyalty of la. Plata, the subject of-this 

study,.was established in 177°* and military reforms were begun as early 

as 1764 A  ....

The unpopularity of the military reforms forced the royal offi

cials to grant extensive privileges and exemptions- to gain the support 

of. the colonies, - In -Mew Spain, for example, the officers were granted 

the complete fuero militar that placed, all their legal affairs under mili

tary jurisdiction. The enlisted men were also granted the full protection 

of the fuero whenever their units were mobilized, In addition, the armed 

forces also enjoyed exemption from certain taxes and fees and were re

lieved from- the obligation of quartering■troops A

The ease with which the. British forces, under the command of 

Admiral Sir Home Popham and General William Garr Beresf ord, -seized

L̂yle He-" McAlister, "The Reorganization of the Army of Hew Spain, 
1765-1766," Hispanic American.Historical Review, XXXIII, Mo, 1 (195$)*
P d 8 o . . 1 .   ' - -

2Ibid,, p., 25,

. %id,-



Btaasee Aires on Jwe 27# 180S, is a testimony to Spain's failure to re-
X -vaatp its military forces in Awrieao The- fueg-o militar, however#-, became

an integral part of - Latin Amerioa's values ani eventually# as the- local 

military forces increased in size# it contributed to the creation of ao 
class free.from civilian responsibilities and liabilities„ It is inter

esting to note that long after .independence,had been achieved# the mili

tary continued-to..enjoy special privileges_ . ...

Spanish Political and Social Heritage

The bloody civil wars that accompanied Latin America's struggle 

for Independence and provided the background for the rise of the-military 

during the nineteenth, century# can not be understood without examining 

the political institutions and the social structure implanted in America

by the .Iberianso. .... ...... --

. - It took the Qonquistadores barely sixty years to explore and 

conquer the central, and southern- regions, of the Western Hemisphere, or

ganize its economic exploitation, impose a new faith, and introduce new 

social and political institutions» One of the latter, the eabildo (mu

nicipal government), played a very important role in the area's develop

ment - since it provided the nucleus of colonial public administration„

The eabildo, heir to hundreds of years of democratic tradition and .

loealiat by nature, grew, firm roots.in the geographic and political

... ... ^Felix Best, Hlstorla de las gusrras argentinas de la indepen- 
dsncia^ internacionales, olvilesy con el indio (Buenos Airess Edicio- 
nes Peuser, 100), I, pp0 151-5 5 0 ; . ; - -- - -



isolation of Amerieao^ It gontrituted to the formidable feeling of 

regionalism which combined fith local economic interest and the personal 

ambition of local leaders# erected a barrier to. national unification and 

provided the issues over which the civil wars were foughtc These and 

the wars.for independence placed the military leaders— the eaudillos—  

in their prominent extramilitary position0 -

Political institutions- are not the only explanation for the 

tendency toward political fragmentation * Geographic characteristic and 

the vastness of the land also played important rales in the area's polit

ical development 0 The Spanish settlements in Argentina were-geographi

cally and politically isolated by great distances, poor communication, 

and unreliable transportation.. These .conditions prompted Francisco Ramos
X ■Mejia to write s
Without visible authority other than the Lieutenant Governor and 
his oabildOj, each one of the Argentine cities lived isolated?and 
alone, .concentrating in Itself.all political and social life0 
0 .o 6 The. administrators, and above all the c’a'blldos, placed in 
the immense solitude-of the country, had to depend on themselves 
politically and economically.

It was this feeling of localism, brought about by institutional 

and geographical factors,. .that contributed to the separation of - Bolivia, 

Paraguay, and Uruguay from the Viceroyalty of La Plata,- and kept Argen

tina in a virtual state of.war throughout most of the first - half of the 

nineteenth century0

. ...%o Andrew Ha eleven, "The Political Heritage of Spanish America,11
Argentina, Brazil and Ohlle Since Independence, ed. A» Ourtis Wilgus 
(Washington, D.Oe$ George Washington University Press, 1955)» ppo

^As quoted in Ricardo Zorraquln Becu, El federalismo argentino ' 
.(Buenos Airess la Facultad, 1955)» p. 17*.
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„ Political instability, .however, was not the only eause of milita

rism,. Latin American society; and its value system have played a major - 

role in. the development of. this phenomenon; therefore, an examination of 

the eonditions that shaped this society_and the values that contributed 

to the growth of militarism is warranted

Psrsonalis'tao and the .tendency to. disregard the law, without the 

fear of moral repro&oh, are two significant values that need consider

ation. jPegsomalismo in government became an accepted value because of 

two basic .conditions. First, the great 'distances ■separating the mother

country from the colony precluded the close scrutiny of the royal....

officials by the.Grown. Second, most of the important legal aspects of 

the law and" government were unknown to all but a very small minority. As 

a result, the local administrators were, in practice, only limited -by 

their abilities in the exercise of their authority = Slowly the people 

came to look up to the man and not the law, so that the personality, not 

the statute, was the essential factor in government0 -

Closely related, to personalisme-was the tendency, to disregard the 

law, Spanish economic policies made it possible, indeed necessary, for,, 

the colonies to engage in contraband trade. Royal officials, merchants-, 

creoles and psninsularsa,. all participated in the trade, This general 

disregard for the law, combined with the official attitude of respecting 

but not enforcing laws that were not in the best interest of the colony, 

struck roots that ran deep'into the character of.Latin American political 

practiceso Disregard for the law became universal and permitted military
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and civilians alike to reject their oath of alliance to the legal govern* 
memtf. overthrow; it, and claim legitimacy-for.their actions-0. •

Another significant social condition that created an atmosphere 

conducive to the growth of militarism was ..the social fragmentation-that 

resulted from the union of the. Indian, .Spanish,, and Hegr®« Since the 

seventeenth century", la tin 'America's society has been characterized by • 

its racial heterogeneity and a" social stratification that -has denied, 

essentially through .the use of economic power, the social -mobility of 

its-lower strata. In general, the-small white or creole elite imposed 

its will on the. ignorant and divided masses, -National consciousness at - 

the time of .independence was an unknown quantity, ■ Only the elite was 

.politically "aware1* and it was they 'who struggled among themselves to 

introduce liberal ideas or maintain the status quo, -In this Struggle for 

power, the -.masses were only - a tool of.-the elite,. subject to. its.- whims and 

unable to.. contribute to national unification and political stability,

lack of social cohesiveness -and political consciousness was
♦' ' ' . 

aggravated by the political vacuum created by independence, Throughout

the colonial era the Grown had served as a binding political force and

as the ultimate arbiter in the constant political, economic, and-social

struggle in the colonies. Once this binding force ceased to exist, the

various political and social elements - in Latin America began to follow

their own courses,, and it was-, not long before they clashed, Unlike in

the past, however, there was no arbiter to settle the disputes;

•*" Charles g „. Chapman, "The Age of-the C&udilloe g A Chapter in 
the Hispanic American History,'!* Hispanic. American Historical Review,
Vol, XII (August, 1952.), p, 28$>0....
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ooBseq.usn.fely, naked force assumed fehe role of the Growno The oaudillo, 

-S-upporfcei by his army, governed by virtue of his power 0 These were fehe 

conditions that existed in Argentina.until 1862, when the"landed, oli- 

garohy united in an effort to bring peace and stability that would permit 

the economic and political development of the nation*

Rise and Decline of the |0.1itary; luring; the Nineteenth gentury 

Events, leading to.Independence .-.... -   .

Two events in the ■first decade of the nineteenth century prepared 

the way for Argentim..1 s..independenee0 fhe-first,-the British invasion ©f- 

Ia Plata, and the. second, the fall of the Bourbon dynasty* In June 1806, 

and again in August 1807# the British attacked Buenos Aires„ On both 

occasions, much to the surprise of the ■British and PorteTios themselves, 

the citizens of Buenos Aires defeated the English forces v, la Reoonquisfea, 

as these affairs are called by the Portenos, made the people- of Buenos 

Aires aware of the impotence of Spain and., of their own strength* When in 

1808, Napoleon Bonaparte installed his-brother Joseph to the-Spanish 

throtiethe stage was set f or the colonies to move toward independence *

On Ifey 2 ,̂ 1810, the Buenos Aires * cabildo met in an open session to 

determine what measures had to be adopted in view of the political 

situation in Spain and the.abdication -of the Bourbons . It is interesting 

to note that almost twenty-five per cent of the membership of the cabildo 

that voted for deposing Baltasar Hidalgo de Sisneros, the Spanish Vice

roy, were military men.: Even, more .significant to future political - - - •
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developments, was the fact that only Portenos were involved in making 

the decision that within a few years separated the region from Spain**

Six years would pass before the .separatist movement was success

fully terminated, and over half-a century before the region achieved - 

national unity and political stability* —

Political Fragmentation and Civil Wars

From the-moment Argentina became independent it found itself con

fronted with the problem of bitter factionalism* One -faction had sup

ported little more than an- administrative'• secession from the Spanish pro

visional .government? the second consisted of small groups,-essentially 

Portenos, who wanted to make a complete break-with Spaimj other groups 

supported the Spanish monarchy* Once independence became an established 

fact, factionalism was complicated by. the issue of federalism versus • ■ 

unitarianism* -Political conflict,.combined with traditional localism and 

complicated by social fragmentation, made peaceful political solutions 

difficult and jsreated such bitterness that force became the method of 

settling political disputes*

The constant internal fighting is illustrated by the large 

amounts of money appropriated by the provinces for the conduct-of - the 

Wars, Table 1.reflects the total expenditures of the provinces of San 

Juan, Gordoba, Tucuman, aM  Oorriantes-and the share that was allotted

- *Baata op. cit*. pp. 24-25*



to the military during various years in the 1820!a and I85G's

mBis' 1

TOTAL toLlTABI EXPSHDITOBBS 
11 im i® m  m m m m B -

m a . . TOTAL 1EPS1DITUBS 
. (In Pesos),

- SAB. PBBOEmsg

; _ San Jmn
182# 15,849$. . 8,005$ 50 „5
1824 - -. . . .19,576$ ■ — 7,281$ - 57 06
I856 12,222$.. 5,5591 45-5
1857, 11,826$ 4,574# 58.7

, .Oordoba , ,

1824 78,052# 51,497$ 64.7/
1825 • - - 78,945s '. 46,682$ -
1826 82,#0# 40,614$ 49.5'
I856 101,6551 57,6051 56.7

. \ : Tuc umma. . -
1824 24,7551- 74.5
1826 -, '41,597$ ' " 27,551# 71,5
1829". 26,0 6 $ 16,594# 6 0 .8
1855 21,922$ 8,1251 54.7
1858 22,252# 7,944$ 51.1

Obrrienfces
1827. 88,755$ 50,7951 57 o5
1829 . 99,695$ 49,859# 5 0 .0
1855 . 154,114#. . 55,9771 55.0
I858 116,295# 51,245# 44 01

^Miron Burgin, The Economic Aspects of Argentine Federalism 
1820-1852 (Cambridge„ Ifessaohusetts? Harvard University Press, ip46),
iP3? 0 o  • - - -—........................... .
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In Table 2 an attempt has been made to illustrate the basic 

differences that existed, among the three major political .factions in 

Argentina following independence,

TAB1S.2

POLITICAL FA0TI01S III ABSBITIIS F0LLQI12S IlDBPBlDEifOB

Issues Unitarian
(Nationalists)

Federalist
(Portenos)

-Federalist ..
(Provincials)

Strong Central Govt. . . Yes . Yes Confederation

Buenos Aires National 
Capital and only port Yes Yes Federalization of 

Buenos Aires* 
Opening ports in- 
the Parana and 
Uruguay Rivers*

Tariffs Low Low High protective*

.Federalization of the ' 
port of Buenos Aires* Yes No Yes

Immigration Yes No * * 6

A brief glance at the issues reveals tfo basic areas of conflict 

among the three factions— political organisation and economicso Both, 

Unitarians and Portenos Federalists, whose strength was centered in the 

Province of Buenos Aires, favored strong central government, while the 

interior provinces, traditionally Independent, wanted a confederation* 

The Unitarians and Portenos Federalists also wanted Buenos Aires to be 

the country’s only port— but for different reasons* The former wanted 

to. insure that the collect ion.of tariffs would be controlled by Buenos 

Aires, while the. latter wanted to control commerce *
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Bernardino Rivadavia and Juan Manuel de Rosas stand out as fehe 

most sigiaiflsant political figures In Argentina during the first half .of 

the nineteenth century, Riv&davia, a Unitarian, influenced the political 

events of Buenos Aires for 'nearly .seven years „ Starting, in 'September 

1820, as one of the ministers of Martin Rodrigues, Rivadavia was respon

sible for.what is considered one of the most remarkable administrations v 

in the country’s history» Never before, and only rarely afterwards, was 

Buenos Aires'the scene of such- far-reaching legislative and administra

tive -activity» Hardly a sector of the provincial economy escaped reform*^ 

But", in spite of Rivadavia's success, in obtaining financial support from 

British interests and in introducing political and economic reforms, -he 

ultimately failed because he could not reach an understanding with the 

provincial caudillos and bring peace to the country<, Rodolfo Puiggros, 

an Argentine-historian,. argues that’ Rivadavia. failed, and with him the • 

Unitarians, because he attempted to 11 create overnight, a society, similar 

to the one he had seen in Western EuropeM without taking into account 

Argentine realities, . - .. ■

In 1825, the Unitarians1. political problems were complicated by 

the conflict with Brazil over the Banda Orient#! (Uruguay)* Two years 

later, unable to suppress the revolts in -the provinces and faced with 

serious financial problems, Rivadavia concluded a peace treaty with 

Brazil allowing it to annex Uruguay,. but this peace treaty was so 

unpopular that Rivadavia-was forced to resign*

" •" 1 W . ,  p, "87.

^Rodolfo Puiggros, Historia critica de loa partidos politicos 
argentinos (Buenos Aires t Editorial Argumentos, 1956), p» 20*



The fall ©f Riv&davianbrought., about; the reiaewal of eivil wars in 

the province of Buenoa Aires and set the stage for the rise of Juan Manuel 

de Rosas to powerc The most renowned ©audillo in the nation's history, 

Rosas was eonfronted with a very difficult - task when ©n December 6, 182%  

he assumed control of the Provincec According to Rodolfo Euiggros,

I'Rosas conceived the political sovereignty in the preponderance of the 

interests of the only province1 ̂ Buenos Airegl and the only social class 

^cattlemen and landowner^ that could be associated with interests of 

the 'factory of the world' and the 'master of the seas„'n Ĝ-reat 

Britain].

Rosas and the Decline of Militarism

- Rosas came to power as. a. Federalist of the Portend varietyi con

sequently, he promoted the development of the economic interests of the - 

port and province.of Buenos Aires at-the expense of the rest of the 

country * The nation experienced little or no peace during Rosa1a admin", 

iatration, but the Saudlllo is given credit for achieving a certain 

degree of national unity and, by eliminating -some of the provincial 

eaudillos, contributing to the .decline of militarism after 18620
■ ‘ v * »- - - /  y.....  The closing of the Parana and Uruguay rivers in 1855 provided

the immediate reasons for the revolt that ended Rosas ' rule in Argentina 0

Economic reasons united Brazilians, Uruguayans, and provincial Argen-
■ ■■ / tines, who, under the leadership of General Justo Jose Urquiza, defeated

^Ibid,, pp. 20-21.
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Rosas * any in t>h© battle of-.'.Oaseras. on February 5> 1852

The defeat of the Federalists marks a .turning point in the polit

ical history of Argentina*,- tflader !the leadership of.- general Ur^uiaa, the 

task of national organization was undertaken with vigor and'determination. 

On May 51, 1852, an agreement was reached- at San Hicolas de los Arroyos—  

that laid the foundations of the-Argentine Constitution of -Bfey 1, 1855° 

Thirteen provinces: ratified the Constitution, but the province of Buenos 

Aires rejected it, and for the following six years two governments ruled 

in Argentinao.-. In 1859, war broke out between Buenos Aires and the- Con- 

fedoration, The Province was defeated at Qepeda and integrated into the 

Confederation, but the conflict had not ended and two years later another
' ' ' y

clash occurred and Buenos Aires, under the leadership of Bartolome Mitre,
2■ emerged victorious 0

/'The election of Bartolome Mitre and the establishment of a strong 

central government in 1862 marked the beginning of the decline of mill-- 

tary influence in governmente Military and with it political power-passed 

from the provincial oaudillos to the national executive whose power de

pended on the support of the landed aristocracy» For the next fifty 

years the transfer of political power was not determined by the military 

but by the executive = Ricardo Levens, a renowned Argentine historian, 

wrote that "the presidency absorbed and centralized all the power of the 

. .

-̂ Alvaro Yunque, Breve historic de los argentinos (Buenos Aires s 
Editorial Future, S°R°Lo., 1957$, -P° 290° - ’ * ' .

Ricardo lovene, A History of Argentina, trans, and ed 0 William 
Spence Robertson (Chapel Hill, .North Carolina^ . The University of North 
Carolina Press, 1957), p».4640 .......... ' --... . ...
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democracy in such a m m e r  thafc fcha fortunes of the candidate did not

depend upon the. electoral struggle of political parties but upon the wish

of the "presidentô  Throughout that period the armed forces devoted their

energies to opening the nation's frontiers and accepted civilian control„

John.Jo Johnson contends that after 18$2 .. - ■

The record of the Argentine armed forces in staying out of civil
ian matters was better than that of Uruguay's prior to IplO and 
compared favorably with Chile’8a , They h&d not engaged in poli
tics on their own account since 1852» Thereafter they remained 
aligned with the ruling oligarchy,, and An I89O -and again in 1905 
they efficiently suppressed uprisings- of the "untried new 
groupe" fiddle sectorsj. against the established authority

To Dro Johnson's assertion must be added the fact that the aray also
-.accepted, the Radicals' electoral victories and during' Irigoyen's first 

administration actively - supported hia-government, particularly during- 

the periods of serious labor unrest0

Gonclusions

The origins of Argentine militarism are to be found in the 

policies introduced by Spain and the social values developed during the 

colonial period0 The geographical features that isolated the colonial 

settlements and the fragmentation that characterized the society were 

also contributing factors that permitted the rise- of the military during 

the long struggle for independence and the following civil wars„

The first period of military rule in Argentina ended in 1862,

Prom that date on the provincial caudillos began to disappear and a

"̂Ibid., Po Wo,. . : , ;
O -John.Jo Johnson, Political Ohange in Latin America: The 

Emergence of the Middle Sectors (Stanford 9 California? Stanford 
University Press,-108), pp6 95-96-0--- ■    - - -



ziakitMaal army emerged that was responsive to the civilian authorities 

in Buenos Aires 0• This transition was stimulated by the Paraguayan War 

of 1869-187® and by the Indian Campaigns,, In addition, military influ

ence in politics was also weakened by the economic progress that 

strengthened the position of the' landed oligarchy who,- in turn, provided 

a- political force capable of maintaining relative peace and stabilityo 

Between ,1862 and 1990, Argentina experienced a social, political, and 

economic transformation— a. transformation that prepared the ground for 

the return of the military in 1950»



XmWORS&flCM OF iESEraiA PRIOR TO 1930

Argentina is, in many ways, the most highly developed of the 

l&tin American republics „ Though smaller than Brazil and with less popu

lation than either Brazil or Jfexico, it claims the second highest per - 

capita income in the area, the highest literacy rate, the largest 

“middle class11 and for years was the undisputed commercial leader of the 

regiono The nation achieved this position as a result of a tremendous 

social, economic, and political transformation that took place between 

1880-and 1930« This evolution was the result of a series of events that 

included the agricultural revolution in the last decade of the nineteenth 

century5 the emergence of the middle sectorj the growth of political 

parties and labor unionsj. and the movement toward industrialization 

during the twentieth'century<r The causes and effects of these events 

are. the subject of the analysis ih. this chapter»

Social Transformation

Immigration

Attracted by the natural wealth of the- nation, encouraged by the 

Argentine government, and impressed by the country's political stability, 

foreign investors, particularly from Great Britain, provided the capital 

and knowhow necessary to build, the railroads that opened -the interior of 

Argentina to external markets 0 -The construction of - railroads was a- 

simple task in the level surface of the pampa and by 1890, p,848 miles of

20
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.railways had been completed, This figure was nearly doubled by I960, and

twelve years later, the total mileage-was 20,400 miles0

The opening of. the interior, which created a great demand for 

farm workers, liberal immigration policies, and the dream of many immi

grants to own land, brought about a tremendous immigration that drasti

cally changed the ethnic composition.of the country.stimulated economic 

expansion, and provided the mass support, and often the. leadership, for

the new political and labor movements „ . .............. ■-.

The Argentine .population increased from 1,260,000 in 18$2 to

2,500,000 in 1880, of which 175,000 were of foreign b i r t h  The tremen

dous' flow of immigrants is realized, when the above figures are compared 

with the census of 1895* According to it, the total population was 

5*255*811, of whom 1,005*427 were foreign,^ During the-first-three 

decades of the twentieth century the number of immigrants who arrived 

and remained in the country totaled 2,900,060, of which eighty -per cent 

were of Italian or Spanish origimo The balance, as illustrated in Table 5, 

represented a variety of nationalities and. cultural backgrounds ̂  Accord

ing to Dro Alejandro So Bunge, forty-two per cent of the country's

^George Pendle, Argentina (5d edLondon: Oxford University
Press, I965), p» 57o ..

^Ibldo, Po 60 o

^Levene, op. elto, p. 518®
4 'J. Fred Rippy,-Historical Svolntion of Hispamc America (Hew

York: F. S. ..Qrefta & Oo.,, 1952), p. 241 o



1population in 1914 was foreign* Argentina experienced its last signifl 

cant wave of European immigration late in 1949-1930 when nearly 160,000 

persons arrived in the country*

TABLE 5

ORmim 'op iwmmm  (1857—1917 )2

Nationality Number -

Italians .. 2,247,000
Spaniards 1,420,000
Frenchmen 211,000
Russians 155,000
Syrians 150,000
AusBrians 85,000
Germans "59,000
Britons 53,000
North Americans 6,000

The immigrants that came to Argentina not only provided the labor 

for the agricultural revolution that created the economic basis of the 

country, but were also instrumental in the transformation of the cities * 

Newcomers arriving at the turn of the century found the land already under 

the control of the estancieros and, naturally, began to settle in the 

coastal cities where -employment' was available* Buenos Aires, the entry 

port, absorbed so many Europeans that by 1900 they represented fifty per 

cent of the population, A recent work on Argentina states that "by 191© 

three out of every four adults in the city of Buenos Aires were European-

1Alejandro B, ..Bunge, Una nueva Argentina (Buenos Aires § Edito
rial Guillermo Kraft Ltda„, 1940), p, IgO,

. 2Jo Fred Rippy, Historical Evolution of Hispanic America (New York: 
F, So Orofts and 0o„, 1932), p* 24l,
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born and the proportion was only slightly lower in Rosario and Bahia  .

- Blanea.pn;’k ..........  .......

-Though the Europeans is the cities were not as isolated as their 

ooapatriots in the rural colonies, their sheer numbers and economic posi

tion resulted in.the formation of city districts of distinct nationali-' 

tieso The best known during, the early 1gOO's were ha-Boca  ̂an Italian 

section, in the south side of Buenos Aires ? and the British districts of 

Hurling,ham and Belgian©, to the west and north of the cityo In addition, 

the.. Italian, Spanish,-British, and Sermsms- established; their own hospi

tals and published their own daily newspapers in Buenos Aires0 The 

Germans and the British also operated private school systems

Impact of Immigration

Of the many far-reaching consequences of European immigration, 

the following had direct social significances (1) It brought about a 

great change in the ethnic composition of the population, reducing to a 

vanishing point, particularly in the coastal areas, the original -Spanish-■ 

mestizo stock, (2) It contributed to the creation of a middle sector and 

expanded the working class, ($) It stimulated the urbanisation of the 

country, (4) It corrupted the language and-complicated the traditional

cultural diversity of the matiohv PJass immigration, - unknowingly, .

created another society without destroying the old, and in spite of the

vJames R0 Scobie (ed„), Argentina;' A Pity, and a nation (Hew Yorks 
Oxford University Press, lg64), pp. 132-34.

Ibid.



immigrants * chi Id ran5 s desires to be coma 11 Argsafcinos,11 they could, not help 

increasing the social fragmentation of the nation* . .. .

Internal Migration

While immigration had all but stopped between 1950 and 1945s the 

country had undergone an important internal migration6 The movement 

toward., the cities began during World War 1, when the nation took its first 

steps toward Industrialization. The trend, slowed down after the War but 

resumed - during the .1950 ’so Migration reached astronomical figures during 

the'194#'s * Between 19^5 and 1947, it was .estimated that about 900,000 

to 1,000$,000 persons, or nearly twenty per cent of the rural population, 

in 1945$ moved into urban areas e . Buenos Aires alone is said - to have 

gained nearly 600,000 migrantso

The oabecitas nagras (little black heads) as the migrants were, 

called,: did not share a.common culture with' the European immigrants„ They 

were often.Illiterate, as illustrated in Table 4, and their lack of train

ing and technical skills forced them to work as porters, hawkers, cons

truction workers, domestic servants and the like. These differences pre

cluded, their amalgamation with the "old" working class and, as a result, 

it was not until the coming of Peron that the Argentine working class 

finally, began to act as: one unit.,.. During the preceding decades their 

fragmentation - contributed to the.political vacuum that permitted the rise 

of the. military to power.

■ i .....Ibid, .

-Tom^sBHoberto Pillol, Social Factors in Economic Development,
The Argentine Pass (Gambridge, Massachusettss The M* I, T. Press, 1961), 
Po 65 -■
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SAB US 4

■ im a s m m , 1916— 195s1

Provinces &.Territories : 1916 1950 - 1952 : 1954 1956 -  1958:

Federal Capital „ . 0 ...5 <,98..--:. 2.54 - 2.52 -2.20- 2,09 2=02
Buenos Aires . . . O o 0 50.26 17=52 15=56 15=65 15=02 12.48
Santa 0 o o o o O O O O 50.90 19=25 16.78 16=57 15=90 15=27
Entre Bios . c o o -o O O O 44.21 55=56 52,16 54.41 54=27 55=90
Oorrientes 0 „ O » o O O 0 51.74 42.05 59=20 41,15 40.24 59=44
Cordoba . » * 0 * p. 0- 0 44.55 28.08 25.90 25=61 22.61 21,75
San Luis . » o o o 0 0 57.88 29.78 29.45 29.58 28.92 28.25I f O JPL Bsterof 0 0 •O 0 61.67 44.01 41.50 40=22 58.85 57=59
fucum£n0 .... . O O o O 0 0 0 55.58 57=10 55=07 54.66 55.46 52,14
Mendoza. . » » 0 ' o 0 O 0 0 42.47 57=44 51=45 25.12 24.65 28.85
San Juan .. . o o o 0 0 0 45=61 54=86 52=65 29=05 28.25 27.58
Oatamarca. . O f l O o 0 o 44.15 54=20 - 50=42 51=55 29=97 29=19
La Rioja . . O p » » o » 48.46 55=50 51.62 51=55 50.22 29=59
Salta, o , . O o o O O 0 O 47.59 55=67 52.25 50.65 29.40 28.55
Jujuy. ... . . o o O o - o O O 47.50 27=57 25=50 26.41 25.16 25=98
La Pampa" , . O 0 o p 0 0 0 *• ■ ■ 25.49 24,40 25=45 22,82 21.78
l£o ■ Begro. » 0 0 P 0 0 0 0 56.04 52.04 50=55 50.04 29=70
IHsiones , , e o 0 b o 0 0 - 42.55 22.12 20.54 19=55 18.52
Ohaco. . . . o o o 9 . o o 0 - 57=11 51.61 29=54 29=15 28.59
Formosa, . . 0 O P O 0. O 0 « 25.82 25.26 20.54 19=40 18,55
Beuquen, , , o o q . 0 0 0 ^  _ 52,95 51=62 28.98 28,25 27=50
Ohubut . . . 0 0 0 0 0 o fim - : 27.ll 25=71 - 21.58 21.57 21.55
Santa Qrua , O O P 0 0 O O 14.40 . 12.05 11.16 11.56 10=55’
Tierra del Fuego" . 0 0 6 0 CO 5=49 5=27 4.68 5=15 5=42
Los Andes. . p o o 0 6 O 0 - 51=10 50.67 29.64 29=65 27=95
Consulates ...»- o o o •0° *? 0.11 0,45 0.68

SooEtemlo Revolution

She economic transformation of Argentina began to take shape in 

1862, but it was not until the 1880's, after the Indians had been driven 

from the pampas and immigrants had begun to flock into the country, that 

the pastoral and agricultural revolutions got underway0,

^Bunge, op0 cibo, p0 425=
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Agricultural and Pastoral Revolution .i

Of the many-factors contributing to this development, foreign 

capital should be ranked among.-the most important* Foreign investors, 

attracted by the natural wealth of the nation and its relative political 

stability, had invested over a billion dollars by the end of the nine

teenth century* Between 1900 and 1909? investments -nearly doubled and' 

reached their peak in 1951 when the total amounted to 5,661 million 

dollars, as "shown in fable -5* ' In addition to developing the railroads.

• ' - TABLE 5

s a m x B  L o is  'te rm  f o e s i s h  i o t e s t m o t s  ,1 
. ■ • :BI oouraz, 1900— 1^5-
- (In millions of dollars)

' Year "• - - "United-- * - 
Kingdom

■ -United '~ 
States

- Other 
Countries-- Total

190Q - : 912 . 1 = 120
1909: ; .. 1-425 : ■ - 19 . " 733 2 = 176

. .1913 1=86.0 59 1=237 3=136
1917 . . 1=882 82 1=269 3-233
1920 1=761 72 ; 1=206 -5=o4o
1925 . 1»9C6 , 193 989 5=088
1927 2=002 487 . 984 3-474
I93I 2,026 . 654 981 3=661
1934 ’ 1=815 745 929 3-485
1940 1=679 629 856& 5=164*
1945 - 1=414 565 672% 2 =651*
1949 243 323 689 1=255
1933 284 . 593 810 1,487
1953 324 . 466 747 1-537

^Estimated figure„

. . ^Leopoldo Portnoy, La realidad argentine en el siglo XX, 7ol„ II:
Anal is is oritioo de la econoxaia argentina (Buenos Aires s Oompama 
Impresora Argentina, A,,- -101),- p* -164* — ' - -  —



foreign capital made possible the constraction of processing plants, 
port facilities,-.and other public utilities that were essential to the 

economic development of Argentina 0 •- -

The utilization of modern farming equipment and the application 
of new .agricultural and pastoral techniques .contributed to the rapid 

expansion of - those sectors0 Improvement .in refrigeration,-for example, 

made possible the expansion of the pastoral industry since it solved the 

shipping problem. After the introduction of refrigeration, the-estanoie- 

ros took steps- to better their herds by introducing high-grade cattle and 

sheep from England, These efforts were fully rewarded,.. Argentina became 

the world1s leading producer of beef and its exports increased nearly 

fivefold between 1900 and IplG, ..Figures for those years appear in the 

following table,! .. .

TAB1E 6
EXPORTS OF FROZEN BEEF, IpOl— 1910

Year Tons
1901 , , , 0 , 0 0 0  0 0 ,  44,904 '
1 9 0 2 0  70,©18
1905 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 , 0 0  <>520
1904 0 0 0 0 0 0 CO o o o 97,744
1905,0 . . . . . .  , 0 , , 152,857
190O o e o o o o e 0 0 , 0  15$ 0 8O9
1907 , O . . ... o o o o , , 158,222
1908 , 0 o , o ,-0 0 0 o ,180,814.
1909 , , , 0 , 0 , , . . ,  210,657
1910 . , 0 . 0 0 0 . . , .  255.70S

It was in agriculture, however, that Argentina made tremendous 
strides. Between 1872 and 1895> the acreage under cultivation-in the

%nuari@ oficial de la Republioa Argentina, Primer ano-1912.
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pampas in.Greased fifteen times^-t© nearly ten million, aeres Immigrants 

played a key role in the development o f agriculture 0 Their -skillr com

bined with the introduction of agricultural, machinery, made possible the 

astronomical rise of wheat production,' In 1876, for example, the country 

produced 7,000 bushels of wheat, Fourteen years later that figure went 

up to $1 million and by l$>Q2i the production totaled 187 million bushels 

Arthur P, Whitaker has given a short -but adequate description of 

the tremendous development in Argentina when he asserted that -11 at the 

height- of the boom, from 1886 to 1914, its national wealth - increased. in 

a ratio of 15 to 1 (from one billion dollars to fifteen billion dollars) 

as'compared with a population increase of 5 to 1, so that in 'paper the 

per capita national wealth had .increased fivefold in a single generation,^

Industrialization

Uo sooner had Argentina completed its agricultural revolution 

that it began to industrialize. This was. not a premeditated development 

but a situation brought about by the European wars and international 

economic dislocations,

World War I cut off Argentina from its main source of manufac

tured goods and stimulated: the growth of industries producing consumer 

products. Industrialisation during WarId War I, however, did not change

^Scobie, op, cit,, p, 119=

%rthur P, Whitaker, The United States and Argentina (Cambridge, 
Massachusetts = Harvard University Press, 1954)# p» 52 =

%bid., p, 58. ..



the basic economic structure of the country, but progress was made in 

the chemicalj, Gements paper, cellulose and textile industries 0̂

After the .war, industrial expansion was slowed down by the ina

bility of domestic products to compete with European goods, and by the 

failure of the .Radical government, to adopt policies protecting the -new

industries, Tariffs rates in the l<£0's actually declined, forcing some
2industries to shut-d'own0 J» Johnson contends*

The free- trade policies of the Radicals contributed to keeping 
Argentina an underdeveloped country with much of its nonagri- 
cultural wealth in foreign hands, its.economic life dependent 
on international exchanges, its well-being subject to all the 

. vagaries .of an. international economic system over which it 
had no control05 .

In spite of the significant economic progress, Argentina's depend-** 

ance on foreign'markets precluded its achievement of economic stability. 

The national product and the real per capita income for the years 1915 

to 1950 are presented in Table Correlation of these data with inter

national developments reveals the susceptibility of Argentina's economy 

to external economic fluctuations„ -Hots, for example, the increase of 

the national product following the initial dislocation caused by World 

far lo This increase was the result of the spectacular demands- - of France 

and England for hides and meat, and by the production of manufactured 

goods, no longer available from overseas sources, by domestic industries„ 

After-the far, and throughout the 1920's, Argentina's economy continued

^Felix J<, Weil, Argentine Riddle (Hew York8 The John Day Company, 
1944), p» 151o

% cobis, opo cito, p. 182o

5Johnson, op, cit0, p. 10$,



to reflect the variations of the world, economy and in 1990 it was one of 

fife first nations to feel the impact of the. world depression.

TABUS 7

mTiomi produg.t shd real per capita ihoome1 
, 1915—1950

Year
Rational
Product*

Per Capita 
Income

I915 .2,780 5:90.
1914 2,670 557
1915 5,210 574
1916 5,210 547
1917 5,250 294
1918 4,500 522
1919 5,210 589
1920 5,490 547
1921 4,120 285
1922 % ,080 550
192# 4,470 555
1924 5,560 405
1925 ' 5,220 594
1926 4,870 566
1927 5,460 405
1928 ' 6,520 461

. 1929, 6,290 44©
1950 5,210 550

ti ' "In millions, of pesos,

The world depression that began in 1929 reduced Argentina's exports by
■ 2

more than fifty per cent and# once again, forced the nation to turn to 
its internal markets for the goods it could not afford to purchase from

p
„ -Bunge, op, oit*, p, 192, 

^Whitaker, op, oit,, p, $4



foreign sources° Consequently, the 19$0 's witnessed the renewal of indus

trialisation* This process was stimulated by new national economic poli— - 

cies that provided substantial protection to domestic industries, by 

surplus capital that had accumulated during the late 1920's, as shown in 

Table 8, and by the abundant, supply of labor created by the agricultural-
*T

pastoral depressiono'

TAB IE 8

SAVXHB BAM BBPOSITS AI© SATXUOS CERTIFICATES^ 
. . . AT THi E®, OF YEARS 1924— 1950 .

■, , (In Millions of Pesos)

Total amounts 
Year ; of Savix^s
1924 » o d o e  0 0 0 0 0  o e o o o  910$

Between 1^5 and 19$S, nearly eight thousand new industrial establish

ments began operating and by 1959a the country was practically self suf

ficient in most nom-durable and many- consumer goods such as vegetable

1925 O 0

1926 o o
97=5106.1 
121.0
146.0
155*4
158,5

oils, flour, wine, paints, hats, shoes, and many, others

1lbid., p. 5$

^League of nations. Statistical Yearbook of the League of Nations 
1952— 1955 (Geneva; 1955), p, 242,



Social Effects of Economic Developments

, The econo$ttic transformation of Argentina contributed to re-, 

shaping the country's;social and political structure^ Some of. the more 

obvious results ’were the: creation of a -large proletariat and the acceler

ation of the*process of urbanizations Tables 9 and 10 illustrate the 

evolution of the Argentine working class and the simultaneous- growth of 

the urban population,• Industrialization also contributed to the creation 

of a new economic elite that weakened the political power of the landed 

oligarchy but failed to assume their traditional role. Economic con

ditions thus contributed to the rise of the armed forces*

TAB IE: 9
IVOtiJTIOl OF THS WOBKXIO FQBOS1

Categories 1914
Census

■■ i m
Estimated

1940 1 
Estimated

- Q-rowth .1914^=1940 

. Absolute Per Cent

Industrial'. 1,246,000 2,156,000 .2 ,770,000 1,524,000 122,$
Agricultural 
& Pastoral 880,000 lbl$7,000 1,050,000 170,000 19,5

Commerce $49,000 605,000 750,000 401,000 114,9
Transp©rtati on 111,000 151,000 160,000 49,000 44,1
Others 647 o 0(30 971,000 1,000,000 555,00.0 54,1
Total Working 
Population $,22$,060 5,018,000 5=7$o,ooo 2 ,507,000 77,8

%unge, op, citon.p, 16$,
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■ fABlE 10 

RBa.iL AMD. BHSM EOHJMflOH, 18^— 19581.

fears
Total

Population

Rural Population - - • Urban Population

lumber■ .. Percentage Over Total lumber . . Percentage 
Over Total

18p5a 5=955=000 2.294.000 58 1.661.000 . —  42 —

19l4a .• 7.885.000, . 5 .512,000 42 - 4,575»ooo. 58
1950b 11.188.000 5 .580.000 52 7.608.000 68
1958b 12.760.000 5 .520.000 26 9.440.000 .74

aSeneral census,

^Estimates after eenaus in accordance with Alejandro E. Bunge1s 
investigations„

The Political Transformation 

The social and economic evolution-was accompanied by the rapid 

development of a party system and the. growth of a labor movement. The 

political evolution was, in effect, a manifestation of the social and• 

economic changes 0 Immigration and economic progress combined to create 

a middle sector composed of energetic individuals determined'to have ;

their interests represented in government„ Economic progress had created

a large proletariat-whose demand for better wages and working conditions 

resulted in the establishment of labor unions,'

The last decade of the nineteenth'century was a period of politi

cal ferments Men such as Leandro Aiem and Juan B» Justo made their bids

A Ibid., p. 158.



for power and challenged the oligarchy by creating new political forces6 

One of these, the Union Qxviea Radicala embodied the political spirit of 

the era0 It would be no exageration to assert that the political history 

of Argentina between I8p0 and 1950 is the history of the Radical Partyo

Organization of the Union o/vica Radical

The organization of the -Union Qivica Radical.was a reaction to 

the one-man government (unicato3 of Miguel Uueuiez Oelman, 1886— 18$<D 0 A 

newspaper article written by Francisco A « Berroetavena, attacking the 

supporters of Juarez Oelman, resulted in a meeting of young inteliectuals 

on September 1, 1889° Among this group were such men as Juan iJuste, 

who later founded the Socialist Party$ Marcelo T, Alvear, future presi

dent of the Republici lisandro de la Torre and Tomas Le Breton* With-the
a ■ " -aid of Aristdbulo del Valle, a.iSenator from Buenos Aires, and Leandro

Alem, the Union ofvicafde la Juventud (Youth Oivic Union) was established 

0n April 15, 1890, the Union Qivica de la Juventud was reorganized 

and Leandro 1* Alem emerged as the leader of the Party<, The Party's plat

form called for universal suffrage and honest elections but, since the 

Conservatives would not grant the first nor -permit the second, the Party 

began preparations to achieve power by force, Within three months after 

its foundation, the Uni on Qxviea- revo1ted- - agains t the government * The 

uprising was a civiiiam-affair but it had the support of a very small

- - • ̂ Isabel F* Rennie, The Argentine Republic (lew Yorks The Macmil
lan ■Company, 194$), pp* 181-86,



group of army officers headed by general Sfcumel J* Oampos, "The imsur- .
1recfcion failed, but the Party emerged unharmed„ .....

.In January 18̂ 1, the Union Qryicaanominated Barfcolom/ Mitre for

president and Bernardo Irigoyen (not-related, to Hip^lito Irigoyen) for,

vice-president» Mitre, however, became involved in a political deal with

Julio Ao Roca-i leader of the Part id o -Autonomista Eacional, and as a result̂
> ' "■ . . 

the Party experienced its first serious split0 The followers of Mitre

became known as the Union Oivica Maclonal while Alem’s supporters were

called Uni($n Oivica Bad leal 0 ...Mtrels .faction disappeared after the

election of 18-92but the Radicals became the most significant opposition
- . . ■ • 

party o •

The establishment of the Union .Oivica had far-reaching consequen

ces for Argentina, It provided the rallying point for the working and 

middle sectors and created, for the first time, a serious challenge-to 

the conservative oligarchyo- Revolutionary by character, the Union Oivica 

Radical was responsible for the revolts' in 1890,- 1895, and 1905 $  It 

constantly embarrassed the oligarchy by refusing to participate in the 

electoral process, and eventually created the conditions that brought 

about the first military uprising in the twentieth century,

A Democratic Experiment

Two of the most prominent political figures during this period 

of political change in Argentina were Hipolito Irigoyen, leader of the

1Ibia„

^Ibid,, pp, 190-91,

^Penile, op, cit,,- pp, 65-67,
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Radicals, and Dr0 Roque Saenz Pena, the man responsible for the electoral 

reforms of 1912o : - v -
-Irigoyen is one of the most controversial figures in Argentine 

political history» Of humble origins, he .managed to climb to the top 

through the sheer .-power and magnetism, of his personality* Except for 

eight years that he spent teaching, Irigoyen devoted his life to poli

tics o He was one of the founders of the Unida Oivioa and had actively 

participated in. the revolt of 1890 and organized and led the 1905 up- 

risingol In I896, when his uncle, heandro $!« Alem, committed suicide, 

Irigoyen, already the absolute political boss of Buenos Aires, assumed
* y*the leadership of the Union Oivioa. Radical, a position he would hold until

i'his.death in 1955°  - - -

. Dro Roque Saenz Pena, a man with a distinguished record of public 

service, was elected president in 193.© by a conservative -coalition. Is'abel 

Bennie- wrote. that 11 the new president was a Conservative-, like all that had 

gone before, a man representing the same.minority and the same social 

class " But it is to the everlasting credit of SiCens Pena,..and his Minis- 

ter of the Interior, Indalecio Gomez, that they believed in the free suf

frage of the Argentine people ̂  Within two year after M s  election, Saenz

Pern had amazed the nation by honoring his campaign promise and pushing
- , through Congress electoral reforms 0 The.Saenz Pena law, as the electoral

law was called, provided for universal male suffrage, the secret ballot,

Ĉarlos Jo Rodriguez, Irigoyen, su revalueion politica y social 
(guanos Aires? libreria y Editorial *I& Facultad,11 1955), PP. 19-55

^Rennie, op0 cito, pc 202»
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and. representation, for. the minority party„ These. reforms, the oonse- 

qwnoes of the political pressure exerted by the Union Oivioa Radical, 

the idealism of aaenz Pern, and the oonoern of the oligarchy-for legal
S' /  Xforms, made possible the victory of the Union Givica Radical in 19160

Radical Victory and its Aftermath

Irigoysn was elected by a very narrow margin, as. illustrated in 

Table 110 His victory was made possible by Lisaadro de la Torre, who 

supported the Radicals in spite of his distrust of Irigoyem0

. TAB1E 11

SIECTQRAL VOTES RBOETVEB BY PRESIDEHTIA#
. ,0AHDIDATSS II THB 1916 B180TIC®

Candidate ElectoralVotes
Irigoysn 112
Rojas 104
de la Torre 20
J= B« Justo 14
Oorho 8

.The Radical victory brought into government a group of men who 

had little or no experience in either public administration or in the 

workings of Congress „ The new administration was also handicapped by the 

lack of a definite program and complicated by Irigoyen"a.determination to 

run the country as he had administered his Party— with complete absolutism=

‘ — Ml - .

Scoble, op0 cite, p0 205o,
^Alfredo palletti, . la realidad argentine en el siglo %%,"Vo!„ I: 

La politics y los partidos (Buenos Aires 8 Oompama Impresora. Argentina, 
So Ao,- 1961), P o 47 O - . ... ' • . '



Biaring his first tern in office, Irigoyen followed a neutrality policy 

abroad and initiated programs at home aimed at improving. ,the living and 

working conditions of the. laboring class» He sponsored bills calling for 

a minimum wage law, an eight-hour day, and for arbitration of labor dis

putes^ He also increased government salaries, imposed rent control and 

appropriated $0,000,000 pesos for the construction of workmen's houses 

Though many of his proposals were never implementedj nevertheless, they 

constituted a radical departure in Argentine government since previous 

administrations had not shown any ""Concern for the common man.

 Politically and economically, Irigoyen's administration may be

considered a failure His policies did net improve the economic con

ditions of the average man nor contribute to the development of a balanced 

national economy0 . His administration failed to eliminate corruption in 

government,- Argentine government, according to- Felix J, Weil, has always 

been permeated with graft. He wrotet

Irigoyen1 s administration had a particular unsavory reputation 
because it was graft ridden from.top to bottom, instead of just 
at the top,— with the one ironical exception of Irigoyen him
self, luring his administration, it was•impossible even to get 
a passport.or another simple document without bribing- every 
lower official concerned, beginning with the attendant in the 
waiting roomJ?

Perhaps the factor that brought the 'Radical Party its greatest discredit 

was its dishonesty at the polls. The Party, which had advocated and

■ . %ohn 1, White, Argentinas; hife Story of.a Ration (Hew York;
The Viking Press, 1942), p, 141,

^Enrique Ruiz SuiHazu (ho), Ouatro revoluciones argentlnas 
(Buenos Airess; gdiciones del Olub Hic^las'Avellaneda, 1$60), pp, 61-6$,



fought for honest elections since its foundation*.disregarded, its princi
ples and became as proficient as the Conservatives in their electoral 

frauds0 Federico Pinedo, a member of the national Chamber of Deputies 
during the .Radical administration, described in a speech before the 

Chamber, the 19$0 election in the Province of San Juan, He related how 

the Radical administration in that province refused to allow opposition 

parties to hold public meetings, arrested the.opposition candidates,

interfered with the voting and seized voting documents, all in order to
%ensure the victory of the Radicals 1 candidates0

The failure of the Radical administration and its responsibility 

for the emergence of militarism in Argentina are difficult to weight; 

nevertheless, it is possible to assert that if the Radicals1 "democratic 

experiment11 had succeeded, there would not had been a need nor an occasion 

for military interference In government. The Radical Party was the hope 

of a large majority of Argentines, Its failure to furnish proper politi

cal leadership, weld the middle sectors together, improve the social and 

economic conditions of the worker, and strike a balance between the 

industrial and agricultural-pastoral interests, not only prepared the 

ground for a military uprising, but created the issues that permitted 

military demagogues to capture the imagination of certain elements in the 

Argentine society,

1 zFederico Pinedo, Sn tiempo de la republics, II (Buenos Aires;
Editorial Mundo Forense, 1946), pp, 455=79=
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Growth of labor

labor unions in Argentina date'as'far back as 1855# when-the
1typographic Union was organized in Buenos Aires0 It was not, however, 

until the 188©,’s that, under the impact and influence "of immigrants, some
p

o f them labor leaders, trade unionism began to grow and mature0

During these, early years the. Argentine labor movement acquired 

the syndicalist-anarchist character that influenced its activities for 

several decades e Radical labor organizers , such as the Italians Bnrieo 

%latesta and Pietro Gtori,. played important roles in the development of 

un.ionism0 Malatesta and 8-ori, for example, were instrumental in the 

formation of the Federacio'n Obrera de la Rapublica Argentina, one of. the
. " 3two most important labor groups in the early 15X30's,

. Hot all labor movements were organized or controlled by the

anarchists,0 In 1.885-1886, a railroad labor union delegation from the

United States visited Argentina and contributed to the organization of 

the engineers,, firemen, and waterers into < B la Prate mid adH (The Brother

hood) and Federaoion Santiago Watt (James Watt Federation), ■■ La. Prater- 

nidad was organized along the- same lines as the United States' railroad' 

brotherhoods and.followed a moderate -line emphasizing social security

...... ^Robert Jo Alexander, Labor Relations in Argentina, Brazil, and
Chile (Hew Yorks McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1562), p6 1620

. ^Robert J0 Alexander, The Per on Bra (Hew Yorks Columbia Univer
sity Frees', 1953-)# P# 'To - . <

^Robert J0 Alexander, labour Movement in Latin America (Londons 
Fabian Publications Ltdo, 107), Po 80
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iprogratas and collective bargainingo These railroad unions were destined

to become the most powerful labor groups in Argentina0
Attempts, to form national labor groups began in the l$p©!s and 

were successfully concluded in 1901#-with the establishment of the Fsde- 

racion Obfera de. la Republica Argentina (Workers Federation of --the Argen

tine Republic)o Conflicts between-the anarchists and the socialists» 

howeverj,-resulted in the latter -splitting away and organizing, the Union 

general de Traba.jadoras (general Union-of Workers) while the anarchists 

renamed'.'their group.Fadaracidn'Obrera. 'Regional Argentina* (Regional - ■
, - ' , . . . . . .  . g  -

r- Workers Federation of .'Argentina) better .known as FORA* -
The era of anarchist domination of the labor movement was marked 

by constant violence and characterized by-the failures of the movement to 
gain real benefits for the workers„ The FORA, for example,' refused to 
accept, the principle of collective bargaining/ on the basis that: it was 
opposed to "class c o l l a b o r a t i o n * ....... -

In 1909, the Federaeidn Obrera Regional Argentina (FORA) and the
/  > - ■ .................................Union general-de Trabaiadores agreed, to the establishment of a united -

labor movement which resulted in the organization of the Qonfederaoion

Obrera Regional Argentina (Regional. Workers' Confederation of-Argentina),

also known as OQRAo Within a short time, however, FORA repudiated the

agreement and separated from OGRA* '■ ’■ '

iIbido
2 '- Alexander? labor Relations in Argentina * * * -« p0 16$
^Ibid* .   .. ... . •
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Violence .marked the close of this period of Argentihe labor his

tory and the decline of anarchist influence in trade unionism. In May 

ipXQs, during Argentines 1 preparations for the celebration of the first 

eentenaary of .their -independence, FOBA announced its intention of calling 

a general strike during the holiday. FORA‘s announcement was followed by 

an outbreak of anti-anarchist mob violence that resulted in the destruc

tion of the Union's headquarters and its newspaperss forcing it to go
1underground -for a period of two years„ . • . .

In 1914, FORA made a temporary .comeback when, - as a result of

attempts, at unification, 0Q8A agreed to dissolve itself and allow its

unions to become affiliated to F0M. In spite of this success, FORA's

predominance, was already doomed, In 1915, when the majority of the

delegates to the- Einth Gongress of FORA voted to eliminate the provisions

of the Gonstitution which pledged the Federation to "anarcho-communism,11

FORA, divided, once again. During, the following years two FORAs operated

side by side s the FOM of the Fifth Gongress, FORA V and the FORA of the

.Kinth Gongress, FORA -1%, the former consisting of the anarchists and- the
2latter made up of Socialists and syndicalists,

..After 1916, during the first few years of Radical administration, 

trade unionism made some progress. This period saw the birth of the - 

..Federaoion-Ferroviaria (Railroad Federation), whose organization was 

brought about by ha Fraternidad, The two FORAs grew in strength, in 

particular FORA .H, which by 1919 could claim a membership of one hundred

Rennie, op, cit0, pp, 214-19°
^Alexander,-Labor Relations in Argentina . . . , p, 164,



and sixty thousand o' The year ipip saw the high-water mark of the growth

of labor unions and"brought to a close the relatively good relations that
had existed between "the Radical government and labor o ha Seaana fragiea..

(Tragic Week) was the turning p o in ta For a week, beginning on January 7»
the streets of Buenos Aires were the scene of pitch battles between the

police and workers0 The riots degenerated into indiscriminated shooting

and killings and the Government was forced to call the army to restore

o r d e r F o r  the next twenty years, although some gains were made, the

labor movement as- a whole stagnated and"lost much of its dynamism*
The year 1920 witnessed the liquidation of FORA IX and its re-

/organization'into a weaker group called the Onion Bindioal Argentina. 

(Argentine Syndieal Union), and in 1922, the Federaoion Ferroviaria re

organized along the lines of the older la 'Fraternidad and renamed. Itself

ha Union Ferroviaria (The Railroad Union) = Four years later the railroad?<
/unions combined to form the Qonfederaoiom Obrera Argentina (forkers 0on®

federation of Argentina), the group that eventually became the nucleus
/of the Oomfederaoion General de Traba.jadores (General Oonfederation of 

L a b o r ) .... . .. -   ■" •

In September 1^0, after long discussions, an agreetient was 
- ' ' .... /  

reached by the- Uni^n gindical Argentina* the Oonfederaoion Obrera--Argen

tina, and several independent-unions to establish the Oonfederaoion -

Ibid.. ..

^Rennie, op. oit*, pp. 214-19,■

^Alexander, labor-Relations in Argentina . , p. 165,
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XGeneral tie Traba.jadores (General Confederation of Labor) o The military 

coup, d'etat in... 193© prevented these groups from holding a national con

gress, which resulted in the development of-"internal conflicts that cul

minated in the syndicalist factions breaking away/ and reorganizing the

Uni dm Sindical Argentina   _ - -

... Prior to 194$, the union movement in Argentina had been rendered 

weak and ineffective by the constant internal ideological struggle and

its failure to present a united fronto: Though anarcho-syndicalism is.

partly responsible for this condition, the basic problem was and is, as 

with the political parties, the inability of social groups to work 

together toward a common goal*

Conclusions -
It was inevitable that the significant transformation experienced 

by Argentina during the fifty years preceding 1930, would result in 

serious political, social, and, economic disturbances0 The industriali- 

zation-urbanization process and the growth of a new working and middle 

group stimulated the formation of. political and economic forces that 

challenged the predominance of the haoendados, thus weakening -the tradi

tional political basis of the nation, - The new national forces, however, 

were too divided among-themselves to unite socially erf pplitically 

into a force capable of filling the gap created by the decline of the

^George I0 Blanks ten, Peron's Argentina (Chicago s The University 
of Chicago Press, 1^$), p, 319.

^Alexander, Labor-Relations in Argentina 0 , , , pe 1660
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oligarchyo The.-failure of the Radical Party resulted in a political 
vacuum that permitted the rise of the one relatively cohesive and organized 
force in the nation— the military0

>



M0DEM ARSENTIS! MILITARISM 1950-1562

Nearly seventy years of civilian rule came to an end in 1950, 

when General Jose B 0 Uriburu assumed control of the Argentine .government« 

His action heralded the era of modern militarism in Argentina— an era. 

from which the .country is yet to emerge 0

Modern militarism may be broken down into three distinct periods 0 

The first began in 1950 when the armed forces, acting with civilian ele

ments , overthrew the constitutional government and permitted the return 

to power of the traditional ruling group, the oligarchy=

The second period opened in 1945 when the military^ this time 

acting on their own behalf, seised the government with the intention of 

establishing a state in the image of Nazi Germany„ Their plans did not 

materializeo The failure may be attributed to the defeat of the Axis 

Powers, but more likely, it was due to.the personal ambitions of their 

leader, Juan Domingo Peron, whose policies not only discredited■the - 

armed forces,. but created a new political, element capable of challenging

the predominant political position of the military0 - - - '
/The fall of Perbn in 1955 introduced the third and present period, 

Once again the armed forces joined hands with civilian elements in an 

effort to overthrow the constituted authorityo The military, particularly 

the army, could no longer claim the unity of purpose that characterized 

their actions in 1945» Their ranks, are now troubled by serious internal 

strife and they no longer aspire to shape the national destiny. Certain 

politically minded factions, however, remain determined to maintain ..the ir
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foothold in government3 protect their corporate interest, and play the 

role of guardians of the nation, fhey may not enjoy the power they held 
during the 1940's, but they are still, capable of making or destroying the 

national governmento

The 1950 Revolt

Background
Hipolito Irigoyen was seventy-six years old when he assumed power 

in Argentina for the second time, Unlike M s  first administration-,-he 

was faced with.determined opposition from the Conservatives, Antipersona- 

lists. Socialists, and Socialists Independents, Political problems were 

complicated by economic difficulties. Because of the nature of its econo

my, Argentina was one of the first countries to feel the impact of the 

world depressiono The value of - the peso declined while the cost of living 

and unemployment increased. Revenues were so low that government expendi-
- itures during 1950 exceeded the revenues by 500 million pesos.

Corruption in government, always a problem in Argentina, reached 

serious proportions. In the custom house, for example, there were 5500 

workers unauthorized by law and the story is told of a State Railway 

office that employed 500 workers where the budget authorized only six

The above conditions, combined with the inability of the govern

ment to initiate corrective measures, set the stage for the first military- 

led revolt in Argentina since the middle of the nineteenth century,

%hits, op, oit,, p, 146,
o ......Rennie, op, oit,, p, 222,
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The Revolt -

The 1950 uprising was carefully planned by small group of army

officers and civilians under the leadership of Generals-Uriburu and 
/Agustin Po.JusfcOo Preparations had included the organization of two

-
civilian groups known as the Liga Republicana and the Lsgio'n de feyo „̂  

These.. groups permitted the integration of. civilian elements in- the mili

tary and provided an organization that could foment the revolution 

throughout the country<> On the. early hours of September 6, 1$5&, am 

arcqr airplane flew over Buenos. Aires dropping leaflets announcing the 

beginning of the revolt« The leaflet, a proclamation signed by Uriburu 

said in parts

The army and navy responding to the unanimous clamor of the 
people of the nation would aid the citizens in forcing the 
government to resign. . Ifow was the- time to act I These men 
„.„ 6 have betrayed the confidence" of the-people. . . ..Let 
us notify them, that we shall no longer tolerate them. ... .
To arms I Let us save our institutions and the dignity of 
the nation.

At 10s15 in the morning. General Uriburu ordered the cadets from

the Military Academy to march against Buenos Aires. This force included

troops from the 11 Palomar Air Base, eight hundred men from the school
/of communications, members of the Legion de ifcyo, university students, 

and civilians. By late afternoon the.government buildings were in the 

hands of Uriburu's supporters and the revolution had been carried to the 

provinces through the "telegraph" wires. The revolt had cost the

^Alfred Hasbrouck, “The Argentine Revolution of 1950,11 Hispanic 
American Historic Review, Xlflll, Ho. 5 (August, 1958), 298.

y  -   . . .  . ' - "
La Brensag/September 7, 195©»
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military four lives— two cadets shot by civilians and two pilots who 

crashed their airplanes 0

The role of the armed forces in 1950 was# generally speaking# 

characterized by their indecision. The majority of the officers neither 

supported nor opposed the revolt. In Buenos Aires# for example# the 

garrison consisted of the First# Second#, and Third Infantry Regiments# 

the Eighth Oavalry# and the First Artillery. These units could have - 

very easily destroyed the rebel forces# but they refused to defend the 

government, Alfred Hasbrouck contends that 11 it is certain that the 

neutrality of the higher-officers, which held their regiments inactive 

at.Oampo de Mayo all day# , , , contributed materially to the success of
ilthe revolution,"

There is general agreement that the civilian population, parti

cularly in Buenos Aires, fully supported the military, The fact that 

the revolution was carried to the provinces over the "telegraph" wires 

indicated either support for the military or a high degree of apathy.

Two months after assuming the presidency General Uriburu made 

public his pro-Fasoist sympathies. On December&4# 1950# he delivered a 

speech denouncing the pro-labor measures adopted during the Radical 

administration, and&advocating changes in the Constitution and electoral 

laws. He called for a system of corporate representation of economic 

groups similar to the arrangements then in force in the Italy of Benito 

Mussolini, asserted that government should be conducted by an elite# and

^Hasbrouck# op. pit,# p, 5^4°
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2proclaimed fchafc the democratic system was evila The Argentine people, 

appeared not to have shared Uriburu's views and made" their feelings known 

in.-the provincial elections the following yeara.

On Anril 1951; elections were held in the province of Buenos 

Aires, and much to the embarrassment of the provisional government, the 

Radicals received fifty-six electors to the Conservatives! forty-nine0 

The result of this election was annulled and the scheduled elections in 

Santa Fe, Cordoba, and Oorrientes were cancelled„ In addition, all 

former members of the Radical government were forbidden to run for office 

and Marcelo To Alvear, together with other Radical leaders, was deported0 

In the Movember national elections, Lieandro de la Torre came out 

of retirement to lead a coalition of his party, Partido Democrats Progre- 

sista, and the Socialists' against the government's candidate. General 

Agustin JPa Justo, who was also;supported'by the Antipersonalisfc faction 

of the Radicalso With the aid of the police and by resorting to various 

forms of fraud, the Conservatives won the election/' The new president 

had the cooperation of the landowners, who were determined to prevent the 

Radicals from ever again attaining power. The oligarchy had reestablished 

its political monopoly/*"
The return of the landed oligarchy to power is reflected by the 

composition of the Rational Congress, Table 12 shows the increase in

^Whitaker, op, cit.,, p, 61, 
oRennie, op, cit,, -p» 22$,
5Jorge A, Paita (ed,), Argentina 1950-1>60 (Buenos Airesr Edito

rial Sur S. R, 1961)* p«,55d
"̂Pendle, op, cit,, pp:, 75-74.
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members of the landed aristocracy who were elected to represent the pro

vince and Federal District of.Buenos Aires in the Ohamber of Deputies and 

the Senate„

TABDS 12l

EEROENTiSB OF OF THE ARISfOOBAOI
' S1S0TED TO 00$EB1S3 1526— 15*42. -

Year
Ohamber of 
Deputies Senate

1926 • 2.7 0
1.928 ■ 5*7 0
1950 10,4 5©
1952 H o 2 .. 50&
1954 12.5 50
1956 8 .8 . 50
1958 12.5 50
1940 . 10.6 50
1941 10 06 . .25
1942 9-55 25

^Denotes 1955=

Following the 195© coup d 1efcafc the percentage in the Ohamber of 

Deputies doubled and, with the exception of 1956 s managed to hold on to 

its gains tmtil 194©, , A similar tendency is apparent in the Senate where . 

the members of the aristocracy managed to gain and retain two of the four 

senatorial posts until 1942, when their influence began to decline„ In 

that year* their membership in the upper house dropped to one and by 1946 

it was zero, ..

P̂aita* op, cito, p0 5^5-
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The political decline of the oligarchy was accompanied by the 

increased political articulation of the. new economic elite and the 

middle sectors= But, the national political forces were so fragmented 

and balanced that the system reached a state of immobility. By 1945, 

the last Conservative government-had succeeded in alienating not only 

the masses, but . the Conservative factions as well.-. At the same time, the 

Radical and Socialist, the.major opposition partiesfailed to mobilize 

public: support. It was against this background that the Argentine 

military assumed control of the nation for the second time in thirteen 

years 0

The Coup, d ’atat of 1945

Background
Some of the political and social developments that preceded the 

1945 revolt were similar to those of 1929-1950» For example,- the govern

ment in power was discredited and did. not have the support of the majority 

of the. people 1 the political parties could not find common ground for 

cooperation!^ the labor movement was weak and fragmented,^ ihd the
4seonGHuy was experiencing one of its periodical recessions 6 There were 

also some new Ideological elements influencing the actions of the mill- 

tary. In addition, industrialization attracted thousands of rural -

_ . . .

Blanks ten, op.-Cit., p. 44.

^Rennie, op. cit., p. 506.

^Alexander, The Peron Era, pp. 9-10.

^Pendle, op. -cit., p. 87 =



workers to the city, creating ani compounding social problems, and stimu

lated the growth of a new industrial class, whose economic - interests were 

quite different from those of the•landed gentry, This new economic elite ■ 

wanted and needed tariff protection while the estaneleros, who controlled 

the government, had continued their traditional policy of .free- trade„ 

Economic differences thus"divided the two most influential groups in 

modern Argentina,

- Another factor influencing the events of the 1940 •s was the intro

duction of Nazi-Fascist ideologies. Throughout the 19501s/ particularly 

during Justo1a and Oastillo's administrations, Nazi and Fascist movements 

had been, allowed to flourish and had gained many advocates in the- armed 

forces. Attempts by the nation's liberal elements to stop the Nazi 

subversion ended in failure, Though claiming a neutral policy, Oastillo1 a 

government actually condoned Nazi activities, Oastillo did not conceal 

Ms  pro-German sympathies. In a message to Germany he expressed his hope 

for "the victory of the Axis Powers" and declared that rather than sever

relations with the Axis, he had determined, if necessary, "eventually to
1

come out openly on the side of the Axis Powers,11 

The Uprising

The 1945 revolt was strictly a military enterprise which did not 

enjoy the active support of the civilian population. Unlike the 1950 

movement, the new military leaders proclaimed to have ideological motives

^U,8,, Department of State, Qonaultatlon among the American Re
publics with Respect to the Argentine Situation, Department of State 
Publication No, 24.75 (Washington: U,S» Government Printing Office, 1946),

0 - - - -- --- ---- * A, V - — .
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fch&fe . jusfeified their actions. They admitted that Nazism and Fascism, pro

vided the basis of their ideology, and the suecesses of Germany, their 

model, motivated their-actions =, This influence .was clearly reflected in 

the proclamation issued by the armed forces during the 1945-uprising.

It read impart; - : ■ .

Germany is making a titanieeeffort t® unite the European con
tinent 0 The strongest and best-equipped nation shouldscontrol the 
destinies of the continent in its new formation.. In Europe it 
will be Germanyo.......  ....

In.America, in the north, the controller will be, for a time, 
the United States of North America„ But in the south there is no 
nation sufficiently strong to. accept this guardianship without 
discussion0 There are only two nations that could do so;
ARGSlTim and BBMIh* •

OUR AIM 18 TO. BEE P0S8IB1S AND UEQUESTIOE&BIE OUR POSITION 
AS GUARD IANS: o - . . . . . .

The. work is hard and full of sacrifices „ . But we cannot make 
our country great without sacrificing; everything» The.great men 
of our independence sacrificed wealth and life. In our time 
Germany has given life a heroic meaning. All this should! be an . 
example to us .

The revolt in 1545 was planned and executed by an army clique■ 

known as Grupo de Ofioiales Unidos (Group of United Officers) or Grupo 

dd Obra de Unificacidn (Group.for the Task of Unification), established' 

in ifsmdoza. in 1940. As in 1950, the group declared-its disgust with the 

corrupted politicians and called for military authoritarianism in govern

ment and strict control over most phases, of national life. It demanded a.; 

privileged position for the army among the other national institutions 

and advocated nationalism. At the time of the revolt, sixty per cent of 

the %60Q army officers in active duty were members of the G.O.U.

&P@ndle, op. oit., pp. 89-90 =
p .Blanksten, op. cit», p. 52°
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Aftermath of the Revolt .

Several similarities exist between the 1950 and 194^ revolts,

They were.both achieved by a very small number of troops, with little 

bloodshed, and within a very short timee In both occasions the army 

planned and executed the coup d 'etat and the fighting was restricted .to 

the Federal District. Here the, similarities end and important differ

ences are introduced. The army factions that overthrew Qastillo were 

determined to retain control of the government and implement a program 

clearly associated with Fascist ideology.

The totalitarian tendencies.of the military government were

reflected by their policies. On July 21, 1945, the state of siege,

originally decreed by Qastillo on December 16, 1941, was extended and the

leaders of the opposition were arrested or exiled. By the end of the

year, more than seventy newspapers had been suspended for criticizing.

the regime and. decrees were issued imposing very stringent press controls.

Some newspapers' and periodicals, including the well-known and respected

Socialist daily, la Vanguardia, stopped publications rather than comply
with the new rules. Finally, on January 1, 1944, all political parties

were abolished. The Blue Book on Argentina states that until roughly

the end of 1944, the country.

Following Hazi-Fascist-Falange methods suppressed individual 
liberties, -liquidated, democratic institutions, persecuted their 
opponents by terroristic methods, .created a state propaganda 
machine for the dissemination of Nazi-Fascist, ideals, estab
lished a 11 corporate" labor organization subservient to the 
government, and adopted a program of military and naval ex
pansion obviously out of all proportion with the requirements 
of the country's s e c u r i t y ,

% . S.,,Department of State, op. sit., p. 6 7.



It was against this background that Juan Domingo.Peron came to 

power„ He had been one of, if not the moving force behind the G-oO»Uo, 

and.had assumed the posts of chief of the secretariat of the Ministry of 

War-and president of the Rational'Department of Labor in 1945o Later he 

also oeeupiedwimimultameousXy— *the posts of Sinister of War and Vice- 

president of the Republico Between 1945 and 1945, Peron managed to gain 

control of the labor movement and with their support-emerged the undis- 

puted leader of the country on October 17, 1945° -

Holecbf the Military Between 1945-19%#

There should not have been any questions in anyone's mind as to 

the role the military had chosen to play following the 1945 coup d'etat 

since they had clearly outlined their intentions* In-a manifesto pub

lished- on Say 1945, the military had declared s

Our government shall be- a firm dictatorship, although at 
the beginning, in order to become'firmly established, it will 
concede the necessary allowances0 We shall attract the public, 
but. eventually the people will have to work, make sacrifices, 
and obey* Work more and sacrifice more than any other country*
Only,thus, will it be possible to carry out the armament pro
gram, indispensable for the domination of the continent*

A good measure of the power of the armed forces and their determination

to carry out their programs is reflected by their share of the national

budget*. During 1945, for example, slightly more than one half of the

total expenditures were for military purposes* These figures- do not

 ^Alexander, Labor Relations in Argentina * * . , ppc 168-69°
OBlanks ten, op* bit.*, .p* 48* _ _ . ...
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include funds spent on military projects under non-military headings» 

According to the United States Department of States

Military expenditures in. 1945 {l»42S,00O,OOg| were over four 
times those authorized in 1941, and represented 50.1̂  of total 
expenditures as compared, with 22% in the former yearo OrdInary 
revenues estimted in the budget for 1945 amounted to 
1*555*O®0#'®0©' Besos, leaving a balance, of 1,4^,080,000 pesos 
presumably to be covered from the proceeds of bond issues0 
Military expenditures during the year thus comprised approxi
mately 105% of the total ordinary revenue» ■

The present (1946) ■ total .expenditure of more than 
2,800,000,000 pesos is the largest in Argentina"s history*
As compared with the 1942 expenditures, which amounted to 
1,526,100,000 pesos, the increase'is almost 87 per cent

Table 15 provides a better picture of appropriations for the 

armed forces between 1945 and 1954* These data were made available by 

the Argentine government who did not include, figures for 1945» Appro

priations for education are presented for comparison purposes0

. TABUS 15

APmiATIOm FOR THE ARMED FORCES, 1.945-19542 
, . . (In.Mlliom of ..Pesos)/

. Tear General . 
Budget Education Army ̂ Navy ■ Air— 

Force

1945 1,970 111 152 85
1944 1=551 112 226 115 000
1946 1.769 115 510 145 50
1947 2*055 117 558 226 152
1 ^ 0 4.871 554 629 584 256
1955/54 8,521 1.250 .992 626 409 '

■̂ UoSo, Department of State, op« cit*, p0 85o 
oPaita, op* cito,. p„ 296*
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While these figures are not as impressive as the estimates made 

by the State Department, they, nevertheless, leave no doubt as to the 

position oftthe military after the revolt of 1945« Another interesting 

set of figures are those representing the growth of the armed forces 

between 1950 and 1950, as shown in Table l40 These figures include the 

three branches of the service,

TAB IS 14
GROWTH OF- iaMB FORGES1
Year-■ Strength

1950 . . ♦ . o 50,000
19%  , . . . . 100,000
1955 o . , , , 150,000
i960 , . , 140,000

Perhaps a better measure of the military supremacy, in Argentina 
between 1945 and 1955 was their participation in public administration 
and its leadership in the development of heavy industry. During that 
period the country was ruled by six generals and two civilians. The 
generals were Uriburuj 1950=. 1952; Jus to, 1952-1958; Raws on, 19451 
Ramjirea, 1945-1944; Farrell, 1944-1946, and Peron, 1946-1955° The two 
civilians were Ortiz, 1958-1940 and Gastille, 1940-1945° George I0 
Blanksten wrote?
- An impressive percentage of the major officials of the 11 new Argen

tina" have been military officers, All of the presidents and three 
of the five vice presidents, of the country have been army officers»

- Ibid., p. 174.



The "new Argentina"began v/ith only one civilian in the president's 
cabinet (it was remarked that "Dr 0. Santamarina, lone civilian mem
ber of the Bam-rez cab ins nt, always looks lost among all those uni
forms") j today President - Per-dh maintains a cabinet of which an 
averag# of half the ministers are military men« Since lp4$, 4$ 
per cent of.the Federal Interventors and provincial governors have 
been army officers „

The. armed forces also played important roles in indus„try0. The 
army not only controlled the Y0P,Fo (lacimlentoa Pstroleroa Fisoales), 
the government's petroleum corporation, but many industries connected with 
the manufacture of military hardware» The army was also instrumental in 
the development of the steel industry, while the air force not only pro
duced its own aircrafts, but also contributed to the development of the 
civilian aviation industry0 The navy, on the other hand, supervised- the 
creation of a national merchant marine that grew from 450,000 deadweight 
tons in 1$46 to 1,158,000 in 1^ 2 -

The Armed' Forces and Peronismo
Military influence in.political and economic affairs reached its 

peak after and during Peron's-administrations 0 Ironically, Peron,
who owed much of his power to the arny, was- responsible for creating a 
political force-— labor— capable of challenging the- extramilitary role-of 
the armed forces0

- . ^Blanksten, op. cit., p. 510.
; 2Paita, opo cifc-o, p. 164 =
5pedro' G-="-M= Teichert, Economic Policy Revolution and Industriali

zation in Datln America (University, Mississippi s Bureau of Business. 
Research, University of Mississippi Prase, 1959), p. 167= ......



The Bis© of Parordsmo

Until 1945, labor, like other groups in Argentine society, had 

been seriously divided0 Organized labor had also turned its back on the 

thousands of workers that had come to the cities during the 1950*a and, 

as a result, it was estimated that only ten per cent of the urban workers 

were unionized , while in the rural .areas, unionism was virtually unknown,, 1 

Perdn took full advantage of this.situation and between 1945-1945 managed 

to gain control of the labor movement by first eliminating OoOoTo number 

two, under the pretext it-was Gommunist, andasecond, by energetically 

expanding the labor movement and supporting it in their- negotiations with
pmanagement 0 - -

By 1945 Peron hadtturned the labor movement into a powerful per

sonal political machineo ■ This political force demonstrated its strength 

on October 1%, 1945 when thousands of workers marched on Oasa -losada and 

demanded that.Perdn, who had been deposed and imprisoned by hostile Army 

faction, be set free c The military faction, unable to obtain support of 

the civilian politicians, was forced to back down and reinstate lerdno 

October 17th, 1945 will long live in the history of Argentina as the day 

that the workers became a factor in the nation's political life ?

The creation of a cohesive and powerful labor movement in Argen

tina affected the armed forces in two distinct manners. First, labor

^Edmundo E. lichelbaum, "Argentina$ la erfsis cumple 54 anos," 
Quadernos (Paris), Ho. Si (June,JipSB), p. Jl.

...

Alexander, labor Relations in Argentina . . . , p. 175» 

^Alexander, The Perdn-Era, pp. 55-41. .
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challenged the position of the military as the only institution capable 

of truly influencing national events0 Second, some military factions, 

who viewed the labor movement as a threat to their political predomi

nance and, their “rightful position11 in the nation, came in conflict with 

those who supported Peronismo and with the small group who advocated 

returning government. control, to the civilians *

Effects of Peron's Policies on the..Armed Forces

Political conflicts were not the sale contributing factor under-
/mining the unity of the armed forces0 Peron's polioies also fostered 

this process of disintegration. He established an independent air force 

and failed to reconcile the navy with his program. The navy, which is 

considered the most democratic element in the armed forces, had refused 

to cooperate with the G-,0 ,U, and openly opposed Per on. This opposition 

was illustrated by the petition submitted in September 1945> by forty-two 

admirals and captains urging the return to constitutional government and 

demanding that Peron resign. This petition was, of course, ignored and, 

as a result, the navy supported the attempt against Peron-in October 194$.^

Dissension within the army, and among- the armed forces became very
- / . ' evident.after the fall of Peron, but even during his administration their

political.differences were apparent. The abortive revolt of-1951? which

was attributed to the political ambitions of Iva Duarte Peron, wife of

the President, and fear of the increasing power of labor, is a vivid
.... j 1

Blaaaksfcen* op* o i t *, p p0 0
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UltistecaMon-of fragaentafcioja ia- the armed forcesRobert A. Potash ' 

oonfceiids s . . .

Despite the extensive purge of officers that followed, the revolt 
of 1551 o o o  Perdn never regained the wholehearted support of 

■ the Army-leadership o- , . „ elements of d is content persisted and 
new elements appeared awaiting the appropriate moment to unite 
and burst into actiono^

The Overthrow of Peron 

The appropriate moment for the.uprising came in 1^55® By then 

the country was no longer enjoying the economic prosperity of'the late

1 *  8 o - ■

Economic background
/Though Peron had initiated programs to stimulate industrial ex- - 

pansion, the agricultural and pastoral industries were not only neglected 

but victimized by the government trading agency, the Instltuto Argentine 

de Promoci&i del Intercambio, who acting as a m̂iddle, man"-denied-the- - 

producers the benefit of high external prices 0 loAoPde bought agricul

tural commodities at such low ■prices that the average farmer could hardly 

break even0̂  The result was a decline of agricultural production at a - 

time when the national consumption was increasing0 The period of

1 . ......... - - -

- Arthur ?„ Whitaker,..."Argentina! A Fragmented Society,11 Ourrent 
History, XhVl, Ho0 269(1964),32c

Robert A, Potash, 11 The ©hanging Role of the Military in Argen
tina," Journal of Inter American Studies, III, No0 4 (101), p, 57^®

^Felix Jo -fell,. "Pan Perd'n be-Boughtf11 Inter American Economic 
Affairs, IV, lo, 2 (10O|, 28. J . .



proaparity in Argentina may be said to have come to an end in the early 

1950(3° By then,̂  the'gbvertement had nearly exhausted the-gold and ex

change reserves that had been accumulated during the prosperous war years, 

Simultaneously# the country's exports declined and; the control of the 

world agricultural market was lost, _

Economic conditions deteriorated very rapidly during the last 

years of Perdn's administration, Data available show that# in relation 

to 1$5>$, the per. capita income increased 1,2 and 1,9 per cent during 1954 

and I955# respectively. These figures# however, do not provide a real 

picture, . In absolute terms# the 1955 national income of 68 billion pesos 

(at 1950 prices) was barely higher than in 1948 and 1951° If the popula

tion increase is taken into account# per capita gross income in .1955 

actually declined to a level ten per cent lower than "that of 1948 or 1951,

Political Background

Politically# Per^n ran into serious difficulties with the Oatholic 

Church, Under the pretext of modernising the social code# he introduced 

a series of measures that appeared to be aimed at weakening the influence 

•of the Church, In December# 1954# divorce was legalized and shortly there

after provincial governments were authorized to re-establish brothels. In 

May 1955# Congress enacted a bill providing for the disetablishment of the 

Church and throughout.the entire period a campaign was waged against

^United Nations# Economic' Commission for latin America# Economic 
Survey of la tin America" 1955, (New York# 1956)# P° 9°



Gafcholie schools Psron's decision to conclude oil contracts with the 

Standard Oil Company of California marked. a departure from his policy of 

economic nationalism and consolidated his civilian opponents

Revolts of 1955
The first revolt occured on June 16, only a few hours after the 

announcement that Fer^n had been excommunicated for expelling two Roman 

Catholic priests from the countryo like most Argentine revolts, it lasted 

less than one day, but unlike the previous uprisings, this one was direct

ed by the navy and caused heavy loss of life 0 The failure of this revolt
- - : / z'

may be attributed to the fact that the army remained loyal to Peron„
■ yDuring the following three months Peron used all the tricks he knew to

maintain himself in power, but to no avail„ -

On September 16, the armed forces, supported by civilians, began 
/a-, revolt that forced Far on to resign and go into exile „ There are reasons 

to believe that this uprising, which brought together most of the navy, 

air force, and a - considerable segment of the army, was triggered by the 

Perordstsi, On September 7» the governing.council of the General Confed

eration of Labor offered its 6,000,000 members to the army as a civilian 

militia, Arthur P„ Whitaker asserted 5

T . ""Pendle, op, cit,, pp. 120-21,

^Arthur P, ifhitaker, Argentine Upheaval (Hew York* Frederick A , 
Fraeger, Publishers, 19̂ 6), pp. 12-15, ■

5ibid,, p,;9e
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What the announcement tactfully called an "offer11 might better be •
described as an admonition to the Army to remember that the
contained 6,000,000 potential fighters on Perdh’s aide.

As may be expected, the offer was turned down by General Franklin Lucero,

the Minister of faro • •

The uprising in September, 1955 represents a radical departure

from previous revolts* For the first time Buenos Aires was not the center

of the uprising* The movement was directed from Oordoba, three hundred

miles northwest of the Federal District, and Bahfa Blanca, 400 miles to

the south* The distances involved and the fact that the Buenos Aires and

the Rosarios garrisons remained loyal to Fer/n extended the revolt for
four days and unlike the 1950 and 19%5 uprisings, considerable damage and

loss of life occurred * Although civilian volunteers in Oordoba were

given much credit for the success of the revolt, the uprising was, like

in.1945> essentially a military affair* The revolt ended when Feron,■
' ’ - 2 under the threat of the navy to bombard Buenos Aires, resigned* --

Militarism Since 1955 - ■

The 1955 revolt -brought into government a military group that 

recognized, the need £0 restore-conetitutional government and- civilian 

control,” but -their fear of Feronismo resulted not only in a provisional 

military government that ruled the country until 1958, hut also- in the 

continued interference of the military in the civilian government $

IXbid *, pp= 24-25*

%few York Times, September 20, 1955o.



This pathological fear of Beronismo can not be measured, but may be sub

stantiated by the behaviour that has characterized the actions of the 

military since 1P55®

Military Rule 1955-1958
Immediately after assuming power General Eduardo Lonardi embarked 

on an amti-Peronist campaign that resulted in-the dissolution of Congress, 

dismissal of peronistas from the federal and provincial administrations, 

from the courts, universities, and even embassies abroad» Radio■stations 

and newspapers were placed.under the' supervision'of government commission

ers c Some members of the-military-junta, however, felt that lonardi had 
been too lenient with the Beronist trade unions and the army officers that 

had remained loyal to Ber^nj.consequently, on November 15, 1955; lonardi 

was deposed and General Pedro Aramburu became the head of the 

government '
General Aramburu ruled the country for eighteen months 0 His 

administration was characterized by an all-out attempt to stamp out 

Peronismo0 .On Hovember 1955; for example, the- Peronist Party was 
dissolved and shortly thereafter the Peronist trade unions were intervened. 

On. June. 9, .1956, an attempt was made by several military garrisons to 

Overthrow the-government.A The revolt failed and the leaders were exe

cuted. In spite of the severity with which Aramburu had persecuted the 

Peronistas, he was determined to return the government to civilians3

1Ibido, pp. 141-42.



Gonsequentiy? eleeMoip were announced for and. held on February 2$, l$F>80̂

Froniizi's Mminiatration

Arturo Frondizi is one of the beat known politioal figures in Ar

gentina » He had directed the Radical opposition during the Peron regime 

and had become the presidential candidate of the left-wing Radicals 0 

During the campaign preceding the 1558 election. Frondizi was successful
in obtaining the support of Peron and his followers and, as a result, won

■ oa very conclusive victory.

Though General Aramburu disapproved of Frondizi and his connection 

with the Peronists, he disregarded the advise of the members of the mili- 

tary junta and permitted Frond izi to assume power on Say 1, 1^8 Fron- 

dizi, who believed that political normalcy could not be achieved until the 

Peronists were..brought back into the. political community, granted amnesty 

to those in prison and allowed them to-regain important positions'in 

government and the labor movementFrom then on, Frondizi was engaged 

in a constant struggle with various elements oftthe armed forces. Much 

of his military support came from the Green Dragon lodge, an army clique 

organized some time between 1958 and 195^= This organization advocated 

civilian control of the government and of the armed - forces,5

1Ibid,, p, 14$.
^gcobie, .op, cit,, p, 220,
^Potash, op, cit,, p, 576,
^Torcuato S, Bi Telia, "la situacion pol/tica argentinas Fin de , 

la eoexistencia,11 guadernos Americanos, 0XX17, Ho, 5 (1962), 57,
^Stanford Uni vers1ty, His pan!c Amerioan Report, XII, Ho, 9

(1959), PP» 509-010,



The firsfc serious attempt to overthrow Frondizi occurred to Hay 

3.959 azad was initiated by navy elements under the leadership of Admiral 

Isaac Rojas„ With the aid of. the air force and the army. Frondizi’s' 

government survivedj nevertheless, the president's economic advisor-. Hogs

lio Frigerio, and several members of the cabinet, known for their pro-
1 'Peroniet sentiments, were dismissed 0 Two months later, retired Lieu

tenant General Arturo Gssorio Arana, former Secretary of War, and retired 

Rear Admiral Arturo Rial, attempted to promote a revolt in their respec

tive services„ Once again the government was supported by the air force 

and also had the backing of many army units and some high-ranking 

dfficers „ Perhaps the most serious attempt against Frondizi occurred in 

September 1959# when General Oarlos Toranzo Montero, Commandey in Chief 

of the Army and leader of the anti-Peronist gorilas„ forced Frondizi to 

dismiss members of the Green Brag on Lodge from the government ̂  - Alto

gether, President Frondizi was able to survive thirty-four major and, 

many more minor crises during the four years he - ruled- Argentina

Fall of Frondizi

During the months preceding the 1§62 election, the Union Civica.

Radleal Xntransigenta hadscored a series of electoral victories in the
/provinces of Gan Luis, Catamarca, Santa Fe, Formosa, and la Rioja, At 

^Stanford University, Hispanic American Report, XII, Ho, 5
(1959)> PPa'&B5-86,

Stanford University, Hispanic American Report, XII, Ho, p 
(1^9), PP. 509-10.

^“Ghost from the Past," Time, March $0, 1952, pp» 27-50,



the same time, the Peronist-as had divided, into three factions: the fres 
/Banderas, the Union Populars and the Frente haborista-Justicialiatao.

fhese. developments appear to have .convinced Frondizi- that his Party, the
IfoCoRolo, had the necessary strength to defeat, the Peronist factions „

Consequently, he ignored the objections of the armed forces and permitted
Xthe participation of the Peronistas in the election.-

The election was a political disaster for the U.O.RoIa The

Peronistas received approximately thirty-five per cent of the votes and
2

won ten of the fourteen governorships 0 , The votes received and the 

numbers of seats won or lost in the Chamber of Deputies by the -two Radical 

Parties and the Peronistas are shown in the following table 0

TAB IS 15 
RESULTS OF 1562 SISCTIOK?

Party Votes

Seats 
Chamber of Deputies

Won Lost Retained

Peronist Front . . , . . .  . . . . . ,,2,528,000 44
Union Civica Radical Intransigents . “2 ,058,000 —  24 11
Union Civica Radical del Pueblo. » . 1,659,000 -  15 59

On Ifereh 20, a political crisis began that ended nine days later 
with the overthrow of Frondizi0 Immediately after the results of the

1XbidI
^La Prensa, March $0, 1962.
^Stanford University, Hispanic American Report, XV, Bo. $ (I9S2 ),

p . 2 6 1 .
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voting were made public, the armed forces gave Frondizi two choices: he

could resign and be replaced by a legal successor, or he could try to 

form a coalition government0 If he chose to form a coalition, he would 

also have to outlaw all political activities by the Peronist-as, reunite 

the Radicals, and dismiss from office all persons associated with Bogello 

Frigerioo Frondizi was determined to remain in power and, therefore, 

undertook to form a coalition government and comply with the conditions 

outlined above6 His consultation-with political leaders, on March 21, - 

revealed that only the Christian Democrats were willing to join a coali

tion government. The U.G.RoPo refused to merge with Frondizi's GoO.R.I. 

and called for his resignation— -Frondizi had failed e*

The political crisis was finally resolved on March 29, when 

Frondizi was arrested and interned in- Martin Garcia Island. The follow

ing day, Joss' Maria Guido assumed the presidency. - -

Since 195G, Argentina1a armed forces have been the most signifi

cant factor affecting the political evolution of the country. Evidence 

points to the conclusion that its role would have remained essentially 

unchanged had it not been for the rise of Peromismo. This new political 

force not only challenged the military, but has been instrumental in its 

evolution and present attitudes0

1I b i d . ,  p p . 26 2 -2 6 5 .



OOIMOLUSIONS

Oivil-military relations in Argentina have, as shown in the pre=- 
oeding pages, undergone very definite'changes throughout the history of 

the country* Three periods stand out very clearly„ .The first, 1810-1M2, 

witnessed the emergence of the. military, its abhievement of power, and 
its deelime0 The second, 1862-1950# represents, a period of civilian 
supremacyo The third period, 1950 to the present, is characterised by 
military interference in civilian affairs and by periods of actual con
trol of the national governmento

Evolution of the Military's Role 
Throughout the second, half of the nineteenth century, the 

functions of the Argentina armed' f orces were in keeping .with* the tradi
tional role of the military= After the Paraguayan War, the armed forces 
devoted their efforts to opening the frontiers and maintaining internal 
peace and ordero Their role during this period must not be underesti
mated since they were, instrumental in opening vast areas to economic---

exploitation and eliminating the Indian menace that had halted the
1expansion of estancias, railroads, and settlementse

The military, like other national sectors, experienced .certain 
changes<, By 1900, the army, with the aid of German military missions,

%cobie, opo cito, p„ 115 =
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1M d  achieved a high degree of professiomlisa0 In 1889# the Germane 

helped the Argentines reorganize the Military College and establish the 

War Acadsay, and until the beginning of World War II# they also directed 

the training of the army0 Arthur P» Whitaker contends that after 1900, 

the- high degree of professionalism of the officer corps welded-it into 

a monolithic caste and separated it from the rest of societyThe 

cohesion of the army during the first decades of the twentieth century 

and the influence exerted by the Germans provide some of the explanations 

for the events of 19)0 and 19^5« Nevertheless, for a period of nearly 

seventy years, the Argentine army remained the instrument of the civil- 

authorities and faithfully 'supported not only the Conservative govern

ments # but also the first two Radical administrations„ Dr. John J. 

Johnson wrote, 11 At that time (early 1900's] there were good reasons to 

believe that..the military had become professional and would henceforth 

devote itself to those functions assigned it by the Oonstitut-ion,!f̂

During this period Argentina may be classified as a "eivilist 
stateo11 This classification suggested by Dr. Lyle N. McAlister, describes 
a state that enjoys relative stable socio-economic conditions and the

4civilian elements control the military.

1■ Edwin lieuwen# Arms and Politics in latln America (2d ed. rev.# 
New Yorks Frederick A® Fraeger# 1961), p. )2.

^Whitaker, "Argentinas A Fragmented Society#" pp. . i

^Johnson, op. oit . # pp. 95~95 ® - -' -

^Lyle N. McAlister, 11 Qivil-Military Relations in Latin America," 
Journal of Inter-American Studies, III, No. ) (1951), )44. '
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It is impossible to determine exactly when the armed forces began 

to take interest in civil affairs, but the years 1916-1917 may have been 
the turning point0 This was a period of social, political, and economic 

changes and the army for the first time in the nation’s history was not 

engaged in field operations*

In the 1920’s, several events occurred that had important con

sequences in 1950= During the Radical administration, agreements were 

renewed calling.for a German military mission to continue training the 

Argentine army. This mission, headed first by General Wo J, Kretchmar 

and later by Qolonel General liedenfuehr, remained in the country for 

twenty-five years It was also at this time that the armed forces 

became involved in the administration of armament industries and that 

the logins ml11tare3 (military lodges) began to expand, Alfredo Galleti 

asserts that the logias had "been active since 1922" when they began to
- p

proliferate throughout the army.

The year 1950 is, of course, the turning point in Argentina’s 

civil-military relations. Since then, the military behaviour has chal

lenged classification* During the 1940’s, the military’s domination of 

the political system, its ability to maintain a relatively high degree 

of political and social stability, its strong aggressive tendencies, 

and its professional military establishment possibly classifies Argentina; 

in the category of Harold Laswell!s “garrison state," Since 195$, how
ever, civil-military relations in Argentina tend .to place the country in

^Blanksten, op, oit,, p, $07,
^Galleti, op, oit,,'p, 146,
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whafc Edwin Lie wen ealls. a "transitional" cafcegory0̂  Under this classi

fication# the military is divided between those groups that desire to 
control the government and those that do not wish to interfere in civil 
affairso. It is apparent then, that the military is a dynamic force that 
has shifted position whenever its environment has required it 0

The Pauses of Modern Militarism 
What were the factors -that contributed to the emergence of modern

militarism in Argentina! There is no one answer to this question but
' .

there is a series of answers, all related to each other, that shed light 

on this developmento
Above all, it is necessary to go back to the colonial and national 

periods and examine the origins of this phenomenon,. In the Argentine 
case, it is possible to draw analogies between the events of the early 
nineteenth century and modern militarism, but there qre no justifiable 

reasons for attributing the twentieth century phenomenon to the events 
of those early days„ Two reasons justify this contention. First, the 
nation experienced such a tremendous social transformation that it is 
difficult to believe that eighteenth and nineteenth century values could 
have had any significant effect on twentieth century Argentina, In 
addition, militarism in the early 18001s was the result of conditions, 
such as regionalism, that were unique to that period, Second, there are 
good reasons to believe that the extramilitary roles assumed by the armed 

forces after 1$$0 are not a traditional development but a condition that

1Lieuwen, op, oit,, pp. 157-5$°
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reflected the contemporary instability, weakness, and -uncertainty in the 

nation's social and political environment»

Society and the Military

One condition that characterized the four major military uprisings 

in Argentina, was, generally speaking, that the armed forces were the only 

social element that actively participated* On three of these occasions, 

the government changed hands in matter of hours without hardly a shot 

being fired * What is the explanation for the lack of concern demons

trated by the Argentine nation during these events? Was it indifference 

or are there other conditions that explain this apathy? Here, it is 

suggested that the reason for this'"indifferencett may be found in the , 

nation's social structure 0 H* Ao Murena, an Argentine writer, stated s

There is no community in Argentina* We- do not form a body, 
though we may form a conglomeration* We behave as if each 
one were unique and as if he were alone, with the unfortunate 
consequences which result when that is the situation* The 
hand knoweth not what the head thinketh, the mouth ignoreth 
the stomach,"ef cetera" * » * When the situation cannot be 
resolved within the framework of the community, then there 
must be a revolution, in order to modify that framework*
Party struggles and revolutions are 'the resources which 
assure' the community of life* Instead of life, Argentina 
has rancorous, factious chaos, periodically illuminated by 
"coups d'etat." It is not an organism of which all feel 
themselves a part* 'Each organ believes itself the whole 
and functions as if it were more important than the whole

The immigrants that came to the country represented, as illus

trated in Table a large variety of cultures and nationalities* The 

number of immigrants from countries other than Italy and Spain was 

numerically small; however, their influence should be measured not in

^Fillol» op. cit*, p* 22*



tseras of their numbers but in their ability to affeot the eeonomio and 

political evolution of the country« Foreign immigration and interml 

migration are responsible for the fragmentation apparent at all levels of 

soeiety0

The country’s social structure consists of three basic, groupsi 

the traditional landed aristocracy, to which we must now add the wealthy 

commercial and industrial groups5 the middle sectors, which include small 

independent farmers and the white collar groups; and the working class, 

a combination of unskilled industrial, rural, and some skilled and white 

collar workerso All these classes are internally divided „ -The back

ground of the individual and his economic interest have been a signifi

cant factor in this lack of class cohesion. The old middle class, for 

example, resented the ambitious immigrant— their economic interests were 

associated with rural enterprises.while the newcomers tended to become 

engaged in commercial endeavours. The orientation within the middle 

class differed'— some groups associated their interests with the upper 

class while others oriented themselves toward the working class. The 

former's nature is "individualistic, 11 while the latter believes in 

"group action."

The working class represented a more complex amorphous mass. In 

it there were groups representing the old urban"workers, the "new" immi

grants and the migrants from the provinces. According to an Argentine

1 -- Whitaker, The United States and Argentina, p. 1$.
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labor authority, "hatred among Argentine workers has, on certain occasions,

1been greater than their animosity towards employers

- Social fragmentation in Argentina is reflected in their political 

parties and labor unions «> The Union Oxvica Radical illustrates the 

inability of the Argentines to combine their-strength in one political 

-movemento From its very beginning it experienced one split right after 

another = Consequently,- this party, which represented most of the middle 

groups, was not able to provide a united front during the times of crisis„ 

In. 1922, conflict among its leaders caused.- the secession of the conserva

tive wing from- the Party and,-consequently, it could not effectively oppose 

the 1950 revolto Throughout the 19$0'a, -the Radical Anti-Barsonalis-ts 

actually formed a political alliance, the Concordanoia, with the Conserva

tives and participated in the nation’s government until the 1945 coup 

d1etato

, In 1957, the Radicals divided into the Intransigent faction (TJORI), 

under the leadership of Arturo Frondizi, and the Popular Radicals (UGRP)0 

The fragmentation of political parties is not a phenomenon unique of the 

Radicals 0 Almost all political parties, from the smallest to the major 

ones, have split at one time or another0 The political fragmentation in 

Argentina is illustrated by the results of the 1965 election,, At that 

time the four major parties received seventy-six per cent of the votesj 

twenty-one parties elected one or more members to the Electoral Collegej 

and twenty-four parties won seats in the Chamber of Deputiesc

^Fillol, opo clto, p» 760

Whitaker, "Argentina; A Fragmented Society," p. 15,
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The Argentine labor movement provides another illustration of the 

inability of one segment of that nation’s society to work together„ The 

first three decades of the twentieth century witnessed a series of amal

gamations, followed by divisions, of the various labor groups, and the

1950 coup d’etat found labor in Argentina still attempting to achieve some
zunity. During the following decade the Oonfederadon general de Irabaja- 

dores (GST) was organised, but in 1942 labor was still divided into four 

groupsi the Union Sindleal Argentina, the Federacidn Qbrera Regional 

Argentina, and the Oonfederaoldn General de Trabaj ad ores, which had divided 

into GST lumber 1 and: GST Humber 2, just prior to the 1#$ revolto

If the number of union meetings and the attendance to them may 

be used to gauge the dynamism of a labor movement, we must conolhde, after 

examining Table 16, that unionism in Argentina was not only fragmented, - 

but also declining, at a time when industrial employment was rapidly 

increasing, .....

TAB IS 16

ATTBHDAHOE AT UHIOH MJITIHSS1 
• equals 100)

-Year"-' . - .. Number of 
Meetings

■ . Attendance

1955 100,00 100,00
19F 141,64. 89.55
1937 126,86 45,04
1958 129.00 45,05
1959 124,0 57.65
194o 108,92 29.86
1941 66,57 20,54
1942 65,65 27,57

^Alexander, The Per on Era, p, 10,



Robert- Alexander contends that the split of the labor movement was a

contributing factor to the coup d'etat in June 19^5° He wrote, "Many

felt that the coup might never have taken place had the military known

that they, would face the united opposition of a trade union movement of
1 ‘one quarter of a million strongo" In view of the unpopularity of the

Castillo regime, it is doubtful that labor, even if united, would have 

defended the government« nevertheless, their fragmentation was a reflec

tion of the heterogeneity of the nation's society and suggests that one 

contributing factor in the rise of militarism during the past thirty 

odd .years may be explained by the failure of Argentine society to-create 

political forces caphble of directing the affairs of the nation.

Economic Conditions and the Military

During three of the four major military uprisings (100, 105s 

1962) Argentina was experiencing economic difficulties. The presence of 

more significant social and political problems makes it very difficult 

to determine how much the economic conditions affected the behaviour of 

the military. It can be said with some certainty that economies was a 

more significant factor in 100' than in any of the other revolts. In 

1945, though the country had suffered a temporary dislocation-as a result 

of the war in Europe, economic conditions were actually bright. Since 

the early 100's the country has been confronted with such constant • 

economic problems that it is difficult to ascertain their effects on the 
military,

^Alexander, The Peron Era, p, 10,
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The Argentine case has created doubt as to-the validity of the 

hypothesis suggested by Felix Weil^ and Dr<, Bussell Ho Fitzgibbon^ that 

economic progress is the anwer to military interference in civil affairs a 

Dro Fitzgibbon asserts that economic development tends to integrate the 

country and contributes to the growth of a middle class that# in turn, 

‘'displaces11 the military« While conceding that the average Argentine may 

not be aware that his standard of living is one of the-highest in Latin 

America, that fact can not be completely ignored„ It is very questionable 

that improvement of economic conditions is the only answer0

Political Development and Militarism

The failure of the Radicals‘ “democratic experiment" to find 

solutions to .Argentina's social and economic problems was the key to 

modern militarism in that country. The Radical administrations must share 

much of the responsibility for the military debacle because they discredit

ed liberalism and failed to galvanize the-middle class into a political 

unit. With the proper leadership, the middle sectors may have been able, 

in spite of their internal dissension, to fill the gap created by the 

political decline of the landed oligarchy. The Radical Party, in effect, 

failed to create a countervailing force^ capable of assuming and directing 

the political affairs of the nation. .

■Nfeil, Argentina Riddle, pp. 70-71«
2
Russell H. Fitzgibbon, "What Price Latin American Armies ?"

Virginia Quarterly Review. XXXVI, Ho. ’4 (100), #17.

Theodore Wyckoff, "The Role of the Military in Latin American 
Politics," Western Political Quarterly, XIII, Ho. # (100), p. 761.



The failure of the Radical Party permitted the balance of power 

to shift in favor of the only social institution able to act in unity and 

motivated by an ideology that promised to solve, efficiently and rapidly, 

the nation's problems— the military. Though the armed forces failed in 

their attempt to create a "new Argentina," they succeeded in creating a 

political force, in the form of Peronismo, that not only challenged their 

position but some day may provide the basis for political stability in 

the countryo

The Argentine military continues to be a political power thirty- 

four years after it overthrew Irigoyem, Throughout those years its role 

has varied according to its objectives and the conditions in its environ

ment, One .condition, however, has remained unchanged— the armed forces 

have and continue to play a political role despite the many social, 

political, and economic changes, Its role will remain unchanged so long 

as the basic social and political problems remain unsolved, and since 

this appears to be an unattainable -goal in the near future, we nay expect 

that the military will continue to be an integral part and a decisive 

force in Argentina's politicse
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